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The theme that runs through this issue of the Royal Canadian Air Force Journal is that of air-land integration. Given our engagements in Operations ATHENA, MOBILE and IMPACT, it is safe to say that the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) will continue to be engaged in kinetic activities for the foreseeable future. As the RCAF rarely operates without land forces, exploring this complicated joint area of operations is fundamental to preparing for the next operational challenge.

This past summer, the RCAF’s Major-General Wheeler took command of the Targeting Capability Implementation Team, which will lead the way for Canadian Armed Forces targeting in a joint and combined environment. However, the challenges of targeting today are not entirely new. There are echoes from the past and current arguments driving today’s efforts to work more closely together in this battlespace, so to set the stage for the current situation, we offer Lieutenant-Colonel Paul Johnston’s fascinating take on General McNaughton’s efforts with air-land integration up to and including the Second World War.

Following the historical take on this topic, we have provided articles on current targeting issues and a possible game changer that could develop from the threat of small unmanned aircraft systems. There is much to consider in the air-land environment, whether it is targeting and destroying the enemy or dealing with small unmanned aircraft systems that can disrupt our operations. Much of the air-land integration achieved in recent operations is a legacy of Afghanistan, which strongly suggests that joint and combined interoperability will long be an important factor for all air forces. It is hoped that the historical background followed by current operational issues sparks interest and discussion—no matter where they take place—in the future of Canada’s aerial warfighting capabilities.

Enjoy the read.

Sic Itur Ad Astra

Lieutenant-Colonel Doug Moulton, CD, MBA
Senior Editor
Members of 5 Canadian Mechanized Brigade Group participate in patrol reconnaissance training at Lac à l’Île located in the training areas of CFB Valcartier in Courseullette, Quebec, October 7, 2016. Photo: DND
On 17 July 1944, in the midst of the most critical phase of the Normandy campaign, tactical aircraft swooped out of the sky to strafe a lone German staff car near Rouen, severely wounding Field Marshal Rommel. How the rest of the campaign would have unfolded had the energetic Rommel not been removed in this manner can never be known, but the event was certainly a coup for tactical air power. The aircraft responsible for taking out Rommel has been the subject of some debate, but it now seems clear that it was Flight Lieutenant Charley Fox of No. 412 Squadron, Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF), flying a Spitfire Mark IX. Canada was, thus, responsible for one of the most famous exploits of tactical air power in the Second World War. Other exploits for tactical air power followed, from the destruction of the German counter-offensive at Mortain to the rout of the German armies through Falaise. Indeed, the Northwest-Europe Campaign that ended the Second World War in 1944–45 represented a high-water
mark for Canadian contribution to tactical air power and a highly developed state of air-land cooperation. But that state of affairs was only reached after a highly contentious development process. British land and air forces entered the war with starkly differing views on the optimal employment of air power, tactically or otherwise, and, as we shall see below, went through a years-long development process before the system existing in 1944 was created.3

Canada came to be a key participant in the execution of this system, providing approximately eight per cent of the Allied tactical air forces for Operation OVERLORD, a greater proportion compared to our population than the Americans.4 However, Canada was not a major player in the debates that developed this system for tactical air power. Despite that, one Canadian figure stands out for his fascinating, if somewhat quixotic, role in this tale—Canadian Army Lieutenant-General Andrew McNaughton.

In the early 1930s as Chief of the General Staff (CGS) of Canada, McNaughton advocated a joint army-air contingent as a Canadian expeditionary force, and in the Second World War itself as the Commander of 1st Canadian Army, he continued to agitate for such a force—a spearhead to invade the continent. He was also a Canadian nationalist, determined to see such a force concentrate Canadian units, both land and air, in an all-Canadian entity under Canadian national command, and he applied his considerable intellect and energies towards efforts to realize such a force during the war.

However, it was not to be. While strong tactical air forces did eventually work with 1st Canadian Army, this was not due to McNaughton’s efforts but, rather, followed from the resolution of the larger British (indeed Anglo–American) tactical air power debate—a debate in which Canada played no real part. Nor was McNaughton’s nationalist vision of an all-Canadian air-land contingent to be realized—the strong tactical air forces that did eventually cooperate with 1st Canadian Army were primarily British, while the Canadian squadrons worked with British 2nd Army.

This article will provide an overview of the history of the development of tactical air power, from its origins in the First World War, through the interwar years—when expertise and emphasis upon tactical air power was largely lost—and into the Second World War—when strong tactical air forces were eventually developed, despite fierce interservice rivalry between the British Army and the Royal Air Force (RAF). This is important background for the Canadian experience, for at the time Canadian military practice was heavily influenced by the British model. It is all the more striking, therefore, how much McNaughton’s arguments stand out. McNaughton was a visionary, but a frustrated one. In the end, he was unable to translate his innovative ideas into concrete reality, even though subsequent events in many ways vindicated his original vision. This failure can serve as a cautionary tale for the limits to originality open to a junior alliance partner, an issue that remains relevant today, as Canada ponders how best to contribute to the war against the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL).

**First World War**

The history of the evolution of air power from 1914 is generally well trod. When the First World War broke out, air power’s original role was observation, but very quickly, it turned to both ground attack and to air-to-air. While bombing tended to concentrate upon deeper targets and the fighters fought for command of the air, what concerns us here is the developments in tactical air power—meaning air power dedicated to the defeat of ground forces, not merely at the front, but also throughout the full operational depth.5 This role has generally received less attention than either strategic bombing or air-to-air fighting but was prominent in the First World War.6
The initial evolution of air power was quite rapid. The first wartime update of British air doctrine appeared in November of 1914 and noted that “aircraft are capable of offensive action against troops on the ground by means of machine guns and bombs.” By the spring of 1915, the Royal Flying Corps (RFC) had promulgated an official note on “bomb-dropping attacks,” which recommended bombing from no more than 500 feet [153 metres] altitude. It also suggested that the most rewarding targets were not the front trench lines but, rather, columns of troops and transport in the immediate rear, road and rail chokepoints as well as supply dumps. In part, this was because of the difficulties of attacking the sort of dug in and dispersed targets typically found in the forward areas; it was also partly due to the attractiveness of using air attack as a means of reaching beyond artillery range.

By 1916, each British field army had an RFC “brigade” (several squadrons) attached to support its operations. For the most part, these brigades concentrated upon reconnaissance and, secondarily, fighting for control of the air. They did, however, conduct ground attack as a secondary role, which was generally known as “trench strafing” or “trench bombardment.”

The year of Vimy, 1917, was a time of great tactical developments on the Western Front, and tactical air procedures were no exception. By this time, the Canadian Corps had two squadrons directly assigned to it—Number 1 (Nieuports) and Number 41 (F.E.8s)—with close ground support as their primary role. In practice, this meant that they concentrated their attacks upon German airfields and transportation infrastructure (in particular train stations), but they would also strike German ground forces “in order to harass the enemy as much as possible and spoil the morale of his troops.”

By the summer of 1918, the RFC’s procedures for what we would, today, call close air support had reached essentially their final form for the First World War, which were quite sophisticated, considering the technology available at the time. For offensive operations, ground-attack squadrons would establish forward-landing fields close behind the front lines. These were expedient landing strips where the aircraft could land, refuel, rearm and, most importantly, wait on alert. From these forward-landing fields, “scout” aircraft were sent off to patrol for targets among the enemy ground forces. When good targets were spotted, the scout aircraft would fly back to the advanced landing field, pick up the balance of the squadron which was waiting on alert and lead them to the target. Given that the advanced landing strips were only a few minutes’ flying time behind the front and that the scouts did not even need to land (they simply circled the field to be seen by the waiting aircraft who would scramble and follow them back to the targets), this system could result in air attack upon targets of opportunity within less than 30 minutes.

In the final Hundred Days of the war, when mobile warfare at last returned, ground-attack aircraft were used to considerable effect to disrupt the German retreat. Generally, they would be sent on patrols along the routes the Germans were following, often with devastating results. One No. 46 Squadron pilot recalled of this time:

We found a long straight road filled with retreating German supply trains. … We formed a big circle and dropped our 25-lb [11 kilogram] bombs. When we got through with that road it was one unbelievable scene of chaos, with dead horses, lorries and dead soldiers all over the road.

Thus, by the final battles of the First World War, tactical air power had reached a quite remarkable stage of development. And Canada had been intimately involved in these developments, both in the air and on the ground. Canadian flyers featured prominently among those flying the tactical air support, and the Canadian Corps was one of the main employers of this new form of armed force.
The immediate aftermath of the First World War, however, saw a rapid loss of this rich heritage of experience in tactical air power. The RCAF was formed as an independent service in 1924, but throughout the interwar years, it was scarcely an armed force at all. Most of its work was focused upon transport and general-utility roles as well as air photography, in which capacity it did a great deal of work surveying the vast expanse of the Canadian north. Indeed, the RCAF of that time period has been termed a force of “bush pilots.” Nor did the young RCAF participate in any expeditionary operations.

The only thinking about war that the interwar RCAF did absorb came from the RAF. Canadian officers went to staff college in Britain; indeed, it was deliberate policy to encourage military standardization across the empire, in pursuit of what we would today call “interoperability.” As the Canadian soldier-statesman Maurice Pope wrote in his memoirs, the Canadian military was “indeed British through and through.”

And this British influence was decidedly slanted towards strategic bombing, tending to deprecate any tactical role for air power. With regard to tactical air power, one of the few British officers to give the issue any attention at all was John Slessor, an RAF career officer who published a book on the subject in 1936. Based upon a detailed historical analysis of air support in the First World War, Slessor argued that: “the aeroplane is not a battle-field weapon—the air striking force is not as a rule best employed in the actual zone in which the armies are in contact.”

Slessor was of the opinion that it would be more profitable to use air power—or at least whatever air power might have to be diverted from the strategic bombing campaign—against the enemy’s rear, particularly against their lines of communication at corps or higher level. But Slessor’s real feelings appear to have been that almost any dedication of air power to armies in the field was a waste. The ultimate reduction of the enemy nation may (and very likely will) be undertaken, not by the traditional methods of land invasion, or by continued assaults upon their armies in the field, but by air measures. That is to say it will become an air campaign, and the task of the army will be simply to protect the air bases.

Slessor’s book was based upon lectures he had given at the Army Staff College at Camberley as a wing commander in the early 1930s. One can just imagine the Army officers’ reaction there to being told that their primary task would be “simply to protect the air bases.” Still, Slessor was at least taking the time to address Army officers; throughout this period, there was little interaction of any kind between the two services.

Meanwhile, back in Canada, an officer with views quite different from Slessor and the RAF was to be found—Major-General Andrew McNaughton, the CGS in Ottawa in the early 1930s. He was a remarkable figure; as James Eayrs put it in his seminal history of Canadian defence policy, “McNaughton dominated his colleagues in the military establishment as a great oak dominates a scrub forest.”

McNaughton was an artillery officer who first came to prominence in the First World War; he had made his name there on the Canadian Corps’ counter-battery staff, developing innovative
solutions to the problems of trench warfare. McNaughton was a technocrat, convinced that warfare was fundamentally a matter of developing ingenious scientific solutions to tactical problems. Indeed, after retiring as CGS in 1935, he went to work for the National Research Council, returning to the colours in 1939 to command the 1st Canadian Infantry Division. During the Second World War, Tony Foster, who served under McNaughton and eventually rose to command a division, recalled that in meetings McNaughton was prone to what he called “attacks of the gadgets.” In a similar vein, Charles Carrington, an Oxford University don between the wars and the British Army’s liaison officer at Bomber Command during the Second World War, referred to McNaughton in his memoirs by the nickname “the Gadget King.” Perhaps due to his forward-looking and technical mindset, McNaughton was a strong proponent of tactical air power, closely integrated with land forces, and actively lobbied for the establishment of such forces from an early date, long before it became the standard practice.

McNaughton’s interest in air power dated back to his days on the Canadian Corps’ counter-battery staff in the First World War. As a gunner and a technocrat, the aerial delivery of firepower had a natural appeal for him, and aircraft were heavily involved in the counter-battery work he had performed in the First World War. In the 1930s, he had even published an article in Canadian Defence Quarterly describing map surveying from the air. McNaughton was known as a supporter of air power. Indeed, the official history of the RCAF offers the opinion that under McNaughton’s influence, the RCAF was much less opposed to army co-operation work than the RAF was.

One of the manifestations of McNaughton’s enthusiasm for tactical air power was his support as CGS for the establishment of a robust collection of army co-operation squadrons in the RCAF. At that time, in the early years of the Great Depression, he lobbied for the creation of a force of no less than 12 RCAF squadrons to support a Canadian expeditionary force. A plan known as Defence Scheme No. 3 formed the basis for planning for such an expeditionary force, which was originally envisioned as consisting of up to seven divisions, although latter versions reduced this to two infantry divisions. What McNaughton appeared to be trying to build was a joint land-air expeditionary force—in which a corps-sized, Canadian Army contingent would work closely with at least a three-squadron-sized RCAF contingent—for mobile warfare. This was a notable organization for at least two reasons: firstly, it constituted a far more lavish scale of tactical air support (at least a squadron per division) than envisioned anywhere else at the time, and secondly, McNaughton’s proposed arrangement appeared to envision a far closer degree of air-land integration than others, notably the RAF, were then contemplating.

Back in Britain, the atmosphere of mutual disdain and disregard between the Army and the RAF began to come to a head in 1935, when the so-called “Western Plan” envisioned—for the first time since the First World War—a return to a continental commitment for the British Army. The War Office requested that seven bomber and five fighter squadrons of the RAF be allocated to the first contingent of any British field force that might be sent to the continent, with a further six bomber and four fighter squadrons for each of the potential three subsequent contingents. The Air Ministry steadfastly opposed these requests, arguing against tying the RAF’s limited resources down to any prearranged commitments. In general, the RAF and Air Ministry continued to oppose any shift of policy away from a deterrent strategy based upon bombers.

Things had scarcely improved when war did eventually come in 1939. In March of that year, the Chief of the Imperial General Staff, Lord Gort, with an eye to the envisioned 32-division
programme, formally demanded that a strong striking force of bombers be included under the field force.

Convinced of the strategic importance of independent bombing, the Air Ministry resisted Gort’s requests for bombers particularly fiercely. Slessor, by now an Air Vice-Marshal (A/V/M) and senior planning officer on the Air Staff, wrote that the War Office seemed bent on “a regrettable revival of the old idea which there had been some reason to think was dead, that when the soldiers talk about co-operation they really mean the subordination of the air force to the army.”

At one interservice Whitehall meeting in June, the Assistant Chief of the Air Staff asserted that fundamentally all bombing was the same, regardless of the actual target; therefore, no specialization in training or command arrangements was necessary to meet the field force’s needs.

When the decision was finally taken later that year to dispatch a British Expeditionary Force (BEF) to the continent, the RAF realized that it would have to provide something to forestall Army demands for a separate air force under Army control, but the issue never was settled to either parties’ satisfaction. During the Battle of France, the BEF had the two bomber and four fighter squadrons the RAF had agreed to provide, plus six Army co-operation squadrons and two flights of very important person (VIP) transport aircraft. The “Advanced Air Striking Force” or AASF, a force of medium bombers, went to France as well, but it remained under Bomber Command.

After Dunkirk, the RAF quickly reverted to its pre-1935 philosophy when there had been little contemplation of a British continental land commitment. According to its own thinking, the RAF now had three major missions: protecting the home island from air attack (Fighter Command’s job); mounting a strategic bombing campaign against Germany (Bomber Command’s job); and supporting the Royal Navy for the Battle of the Atlantic (Coastal Command’s job). If all went well, in the RAF’s view, the Army’s role would be restricted to home defence of the British Isles should an invasion come and subsequent occupation of a Germany that had been defeated by the strategic bombing campaign. Nevertheless, the Army could not be ignored entirely, and shortly after Dunkirk “Army Co-operation Command” was formed within the RAF under Air Marshal Sir Arthur Barratt. This command, however, came last in the RAF’s priorities, and often languished with “more staff officers than aircraft.”

For its part, the Army remained mesmerized by the German performance in France and, bitter about the lack of any visible RAF presence over the beaches of Dunkirk, was obsessed with getting dive-bombers that could be quickly “whistled-up” (as one commentator put it) the way the Germans seemed to do. The RAF opposed any such suggestion at every turn. Slessor even went so far as to write a paper specifically devoted to debunking the dive-bomber mania in the Army, pointing out that the Germans did not, in fact, devolve control of dive-bombers to lower army formations and were only able to use the obsolescent Junkers-87 dive-bombers where they enjoyed air superiority and their opponents lacked effective anti-aircraft artillery. Slessor stuck to his original theories from Air Power and Armies, concluding “I do not believe in close support at all.”

In general, the RAF maintained that the war-winning instrument would be strategic bombing; any allocation of scarce RAF resources to army support would inevitably compromise that decisive effort, violating the principle of concentration of force. In 1941, the Chief of the Air Staff himself, Sir Charles Portal, officially argued to the Cabinet that “the Army has no primary offensive role. ... We aim to win the war in the air, not on land.”

The new Chief of the Imperial General Staff, Sir Alan Brooke, immediately strove to argue against this view. Brooke had been a corps commander at Dunkirk and personally felt strongly about what he considered to have been the RAF’s inadequate support in that defeat. In March of 1942, he demanded the establishment of a force of 109 squadrons to be trained in the tactical role as a part of the Army rather than the RAF. The demand for an air force within the Army may
have been a bureaucratic negotiating tactic, but it showed how seriously Brooke took the issue. After a series of acrimonious discussions, Portal and Brooke reached a minimal compromise at a Chiefs of Staff meeting on 19 May 1942. The RAF’s Army Co-operation Command and No. 2 Group were to be expanded slightly, and 15 squadrons of Fighter Command were to be trained in ground support, but they could not agree on the contentious issue of command and control.\textsuperscript{48}

**McNaughton’s Second Air Force**

Canadians played no particular role in this fierce debate between the British air and ground forces, but just as it was coming to a head, McNaughton stepped into the line of fire. Upon mobilization in 1939, McNaughton was recalled to the colours to become the commander of the original Canadian Army overseas force, the 1\textsuperscript{st} Canadian Infantry Division. As we have seen, McNaughton was an enthusiast for tactical air power, and he immediately began lobbying for a robust RCAF contingent specifically dedicated to supporting his command, just as he had in the early 1930s.

The RCAF’s original thinking upon mobilization was for a three-squadron army co-operation wing “for despatch overseas if required.”\textsuperscript{49} At a time when the Canadian Army had only one division preparing for embarkation and, as yet, only aspired to form a single corps, this constituted a lavish scale of air resources for army support. Too lavish in fact. The plan that was eventually ironed out in November 1939 was for the RCAF to deploy one Army co-operation squadron, which would work with 1\textsuperscript{st} Canadian Infantry Division, then en route for France. 1\textsuperscript{st} Canadian Infantry Division would join IV British Corps, and the RCAF squadron would then become that corps’ army co-operation squadron, in accordance with the standard British establishment of one squadron per army corps.\textsuperscript{50}

The RCAF squadron in question was No. 110 (Army Co-operation [AC]) Squadron, equipped with the already obsolescent Lysander, a small observation and light utility aircraft.\textsuperscript{51} 110 Squadron arrived in England in February 1940, still largely untrained; the intention being that it would work with 1\textsuperscript{st} Canadian Infantry Division until both were judged ready for commitment to France with the BEF.\textsuperscript{52} McNaughton certainly considered 110 Squadron part and parcel of a unified Canadian expeditionary force. On 8 May 1940, he wrote to the RCAF headquarters in Britain that it was my “understanding that 110 (AC) Squadron, RCAF, has been provided primarily for the purpose of working with the Canadian forces in the field, and I hope that there will be no doubt that our requirement in this connection will have priority.”\textsuperscript{53}

Only three days later, on 11 May 1940, the Canadian government formally offered Great Britain a second army co-operation squadron for active service.\textsuperscript{54} This was No. 112 (AC) Squadron and was the second squadron of the RCAF’s originally envisioned three-squadron army co-operation wing.\textsuperscript{55} By coincidence, 11 May happened to be the day after the German offensive in the West began, and in the hectic aftermath of that debacle, the British informed Canada’s High Commissioner in London that they would welcome No. 112, as well as anything else that Canada could make available, “as soon as possible.”\textsuperscript{56}

Only a few weeks later, the British were thrown off the continent at Dunkirk, transforming the strategic situation. McNaughton found himself promoted and given command of VII (British) Corps, consisting of 1\textsuperscript{st} Canadian Infantry Division, a British armoured brigade and two brigades of New Zealand infantry. It comprised the entire operational reserve south of the Thames and was virtually the only mobile formation in the British Isles.\textsuperscript{57} No. 110 (AC) Squadron became the corps army co-operation squadron.
Still equipped with Lysanders, No. 112 Squadron arrived in the United Kingdom (UK) in June of 1940 and was immediately sent to High Post, near the RAF Army Co-operation School, to begin operational training. Fortunately for all concerned, no German invasion of the British Isles materialized. In December of that year, VII Corps was dissolved, and the newly arrived 2nd Canadian Infantry Division was grouped with 1st Canadian Infantry Division to form the Canadian Corps (later I Canadian Corps). No. 110 (AC) Squadron duly became the corps’ army co-operation squadron, but at the same time, No. 112 Squadron, which had been languishing in limbo, was officially redesignated a fighter squadron and re-equipped with Hurricanes.

This left McNaughton with a corps to command and one RCAF army co-operation squadron to go with it—exactly the doctrinal British establishment of the time. However, McNaughton was not satisfied with this and continued agitating for a powerful, joint army/air all-Canadian force. “The Germans are using bombers as long range artillery and the stronger we can get the air component closely associated with the ground troops (and the Wing Commander close to the G.O.C.) the better.”

This was a theme that he harped on again and again, advocating not just army co-operation wings but also an actual tactical air force providing “not less than five squadrons for each division [of ground troops].” The RCAF official history dryly notes that at the time this ratio “must have seemed ludicrous.”

However, there was little McNaughton could do until the further expansion of the Canadian Army. This was, however, not long in coming, and in May of 1941, with planning for a Canadian armoured division underway, McNaughton formally requested another army co-operation squadron so that armour and air “could grow up side by side.” The result was No. 414 Squadron, formed at Croydon, just south of London, unfortunately also equipped with Lysanders.

On Easter Monday in April of 1942, the Canadian Army overseas reached its final size when 1st Canadian Army was formally established, with a projected strength of at least five divisions, at least one of which would be armoured. Even by the British standards of the time, this would merit a three-squadron army co-operation wing, but the RAF was still stalling, and no new squadrons were being assigned to the Canadian Army. In exasperation, McNaughton appears to have turned to A/V/M Edwards, the senior officer at RCAF Overseas Headquarters. In May 1942, Edwards sent the Air Ministry a scathing paper condemning the RAF’s approach to joint army/air operations. Unfortunately, no known copy of the letter survives, but there is a copy of an early draft of it in McNaughton’s papers, suggesting that McNaughton himself may actually have been the instigator. In any case, the letter was brutally frank, claiming that cooperation between the army and air force “still hardly exists” because of the “strong bias of senior Air Force officers in favour of strategic bombing.”

One of the limiting factors the British cited to explain why more air resources could not be allocated to 1st Canadian Army was the lack of an airfield suitable to house an army co-operation wing. But the determined and ever resourceful McNaughton produced an answer to that objection—he would have his own Canadian Army engineers build an airfield. Thus was born the air station of Dunsfold, Surrey, in the heart of the Canadian Army’s garrison area. Work began in May 1942, and by dint of determined work from the Canadian engineers, it was ready by that October—considerably faster than the British, who usually took about a year to produce an operational airfield from scratch, even under the pressure of total war. To go with this new airfield, on 12 September 1942, the long anticipated Canadian army co-operation wing was finally formed when No. 39 (AC) Wing, RCAF was established at nearby Leatherhead.
On 12 January 1943, this two-squadron wing was joined by a third RCAF squadron, the newly established 430 Squadron. McNaughton and 1st Canadian Army finally had their three-squadron army co-operation wing, and in June of 1943, it moved into the Dunsfold airfield that McNaughton’s engineers had strained to complete. Characteristically, McNaughton was not satisfied with this and agitated for an RCAF army co-operation wing of at least six squadrons to go with it, that is to say double the then doctrinal establishment.  

One of McNaughton’s major themes was not simply a desire for a strong tactical air contingent directly supporting 1st Canadian Army, but that this air contingent should be Canadian. McNaughton was famously a nationalist, determined to keep the Canadian contribution to the war together as a national contingent under Canadian national command. In this light, he wanted RCAF squadrons to provide tactical air power for the Canadian army, thus creating a joint army-air all-Canadian contingent that would constitute a spearhead for the British armies in the coming North West Europe campaign, rather in the manner that the Canadian Corps had been a spearhead in the battles of the final 100 days of the First World War. This would require concentrating those RCAF elements engaged in tactical air power into one formation, something that brought McNaughton into the larger issue within the RCAF known as “Canadianization.”

Canadianization was the RCAF’s own term for their efforts to establish themselves as an independent entity with Canadian units grouped together into Canadian formations under Canadian administration and commanders, the way the Canadian Army was. Unlike the Army, however, this effort—while it generated considerable friction between Canada and Great Britain—was, at best, only partially successful.

Ironically, this curious state of affairs was partially due to Canadian Prime Minister Mackenzie King’s efforts to limit Canada’s role in the war by focusing upon an air contribution. Remembering the First World War’s horrific toll of lives—and the divisive conscription crisis—at the outbreak of war, King was clearly hoping to avoid a major commitment of manpower-intensive ground troops to the European continent. Yet at the same time, he was under pressure to make a substantial contribution to the war effort. King’s solution was what became known as the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan (BCATP), a massive programme to train young men from around the Commonwealth as aircrew. King intended this to be Canada’s major contribution to the war and stressed this in the public announcement of the new plan that he made in December of 1939: “The United Kingdom Government has informed us that … the Plan … would provide for more effective assistance … than any other form of military cooperation which Canada can give.”

As C. P. Stacey concludes, King’s intention was that the Canadian war effort should centre on the BCATP, rather than a large army contingent with all the prospects of casualties which that would raise.

However, the personnel trained in the BCATP were to be fed into the RAF machine once they were ready for duty. Air power was not to be divided—there would be no truly separate Commonwealth air forces in Britain, merely the RAF. Recognizing this, Article Fifteen of the BCATP pledged that “the United Kingdom Government undertakes that pupils of Canada, Australia and New Zealand shall, after training, … be identified with their respective Dominions, either by … organizing Dominion units or in some other way.”
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King was unsatisfied with this weak pledge, and a subsequent agreement was reached stating that:

the United Kingdom accepts in principle as being consonant with the intention of Paragraph 15 of the Memorandum of Agreement that the United Kingdom Government, on the request of the Canadian Government, would arrange that Canadian pupils when passing out from the training scheme will be incorporated in or organized as units of the Royal Canadian Air Force in the field.  

On 7 January 1941, a supplementary agreement was reached stipulating that 25 RCAF squadrons would be established in Great Britain in this manner, and these became known as “Article 15” squadrons.

Despite these intentions, the reality on the ground was not nearly so clear cut. First of all, while the BCATP was providing the aircrew, because of its tiny pre-war size, the RCAF lacked—at least initially—sufficient numbers of experienced officers to fill the command and staff billets needed to form RCAF squadrons and formations. But even more seriously, while most of the aircrew were indeed Canadians graduated from the BCATP, most of the ground crew in the Article 15 squadrons remained British.

Furthermore, the equipping and operating expenses of these squadrons were coming from the British government. Finally, and even more tellingly, there was no separate chain of command for Dominion air units. The RAF was organized into what were known as “commands”—which were functional—and below that level they were grouped geographically. This allowed for the immediate concentration of all available air power, under radar-directed radio control, as necessary. This was, of course, the system that had famously won the Battle of Britain, and it reflected the flexibility of air power and the cardinal tenet of air doctrine that control of air power should be centralized to permit concentration of force. So, the RAF considered it impossible to form an RCAF “separate” from the RAF the way the Canadian Army was separate from the British Army. Indeed, the only thing Canadian about many of the Article 15 RCAF squadrons was the aircrew. Similarly, many RCAF personnel were posted throughout the RAF in “non-RCAF” units and positions. Canada did not even control the postings of RCAF personnel, they simply went into the general RAF pool, for posting as necessary—although the British Air Ministry was supposed to respect the spirit of the agreement reached between Mackenzie King and London. Further confusing the situation were units such as No. 242 “All Canadian” Squadron, which was an RAF (not RCAF) unit but which the RAF filled with all Canadian aircrew (but not ground crew). In sum, outside of Canada, there was not really any such institutional entity as the RCAF; there was simply a large number of RCAF personnel employed within the RAF.

This state of affairs quickly became a bone of contention between Canada and the British government, as the Canadian government could not even be sure where all its volunteer citizen airmen were posted within the RAF, nor even—in at least a few instances—whether they had become casualties. On 23 June 1941, Canada’s Minister of National Defence for Air, C. G. “Chubby” Power, wrote to Mackenzie King to express his concerns about the situation:

There are today in Great Britain, and probably spread elsewhere throughout the war zone, well over five thousand of our young Canadian men, members of the RCAF, who are our moral, if not the legal responsibility of the Canadian Government. …

… we cannot … completely divest ourselves of the duty which we owe to the Canadian people and to the parents of these boys ….
In light of these concerns, in July 1941, Mr. Power and the Canadian Chief of the Air Staff went to the UK for a tour of RCAF facilities and discussions with the British, where they voiced their concerns. The British did not receive their message warmly. Fully absorbed with fighting a total war, they looked upon the Canadian demands as parochial. Britain’s Undersecretary of State for Air, Harold Balfour, acknowledged the “national demand in Canada for the close affiliation of RCAF personnel,” but he wondered how this could be effected given the RAF’s single “channel of direct command.” Postings and promotions had to be “treated as a whole throughout the personnel serving with the Royal Air Force … it was undesirable that there should be watertight compartments dealing with postings of personnel for a particular Dominion or Allied country.”

These concerns led to the campaign which came to be known as “Canadianization,” and promoting this campaign came to be the major task of the RCAF Overseas Headquarters. In November of 1941, A/V/M Edwards was posted in to command the Overseas Headquarters with this very mandate, and he tirelessly pursued it, lobbying (unsuccessfully) for a seat on the Air Council and for influence over not just personnel matters but also consultation on operational matters affecting Canadian units. It was an uphill battle, and in the spring of 1942, he remarked in a letter, “as far as my own position is concerned, in spots it is ludicrous. … [I am] tired of breaking [my] way in, with the consequent nuisance and unpopularity.”

403 Squadron, formed on March 1, 1941, was the first RCAF 400-series squadron formed overseas as a direct result of Article 15 of the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan.
Even while McNaughton and Edwards were being frustrated in their lobbying efforts for a robust all-Canadian army-air force, the larger British land-air doctrinal debate was reaching its conclusion. Despite the RAF’s traditional bias against tactical air power, experience was beginning to tell. In neglected Army Co-operation Command of the RAF, in the far backwater of Northern Ireland, a small group of officers had been brought together under the leadership of Group Captain Wann of the RAF and Brigadier Woodall of the British Army. Veterans of the debacle in France, both were determined to create a better tactical air power system. They produced what came to be called the “Wann/Woodall” report, which outlined a system of control for air support that formed the basis of the eventual tactical air force (TAF) doctrine. The essentials of the Wann/Woodall system were the establishment of a joint Army/RAF headquarters which would control a composite group of aircraft and the creation of a radio network outside of the normal Army chain of command, specifically for the purpose of controlling air support.

Also just at this time, a major technological development occurred, essentially by coincidence. Languishing somewhat since its glory days in the Battle of Britain, Fighter Command was casting about for an offensive role. Apparently on his own initiative, the commander of No. 11 Group, Air Marshal Trafford Leigh-Mallory, began experiments in the modification of fighters to carry bombs and attack ground targets. Thus the “fighter-bomber” was born, ironically by a process completely unrelated to the Army’s (much less McNaughton’s) long and persistent demands for effective air support.

The first implementation of these new ideas—the Wann/Woodall system and the fighter-bomber concept—came in the Western Desert, far from the doctrinal squabbling at Whitehall, and achieved considerable success. In Britain, however, acrimony between the RAF and Army remained fierce, and by October 1942, the debate had escalated to the level of Churchill himself. On 7 October 1942, he produced a compromise slightly favourable to the RAF.

Above all, the idea of keeping standing patrols [of aircraft] over [Army] columns should be abandoned. It is unsound to distribute aircraft in this way. ... The Army Commander-in-Chief will specify to the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief the targets and tasks which he requires to be performed. ... It will be for the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief to use his maximum force for those objects in the manner most effective.

Churchill’s ruling settled the debate, and Brooke reluctantly conceded to the dissolution of Army Co-operation Command and the establishment of a new TAF within Fighter Command of the RAF, rather than as part of the Army.

In this environment, with it having become policy to form strong tactical air forces to cooperate with the land armies, McNaughton and Edwards continued working together to lobby for their vision of a joint all-Canadian army-tactical air force spearhead force. By that time, McNaughton was lobbying for the creation of not just an army co-operation wing (three squadrons) but also a composite group of fighters and ground-attack aircraft to work with his 1st Canadian Army. A/V/M Edwards had begun lobbying from his end for such an organization in February 1943. However, this proposal was wrecked on the shoals of the Canadianization debate. The Director Policy at the Air Ministry in London advised that:

As regards the Canadian Composite Group, I think we should discourage this proposal since the segregation of Dominion Air Forces into such a Group would inevitably destroy some of its flexibility for employment.
… There would also be the natural tendency to demand that a Canadian Composite Group, if formed, should be employed in the same operational area in which Canadian land troops are located. This might prove a further embarrassment.92

As it turned out, McNaughton’s and Edward’s scheming for a Canadian composite group was overtaken by events. Given the success of the tactical air force that had been formed in North Africa (what was known as the Desert Air Force or DAF), it was decided to form another tactical air force, modeled on the DAF, which would be known as the 2nd Tactical Air Force, or 2 TAF.93

2 TAF was to consist of four groups, No. 2 Group (light bombers), No. 83 and No. 84 Composite Groups, (fighter-bombers, for both air superiority and ground attack) and No. 85 Group (air defence and night fighters).94 Most of the RCAF units allocated to 2 TAF were in No. 83 Composite Group, where they comprised 14 out of 28 squadrons. Originally, it had been intended that this group would support 1st Canadian Army, while No. 84 Group (which was comprised mainly of British squadrons) would support 2nd British Army.95 It should be noted that this worked out to a ratio of almost four squadrons per division—roughly the ratio McNaughton had called for earlier and which the British had so peremptorily dismissed as unrealistic.

However, this fulfilment of McNaughton’s dream of a national Canadian air force working hand in glove with a national Canadian army was not to be. In December of 1943, McNaughton was removed from command of 1st Canadian Army,96 and shortly thereafter, it was decided that 83 Group—notwithstanding its heavy RCAF composition—would support 2nd British Army and that 1st Canadian Army would be supported by 84 Group. The reason for this was eminently sound—83 Group was the more experienced formation. The 2nd British Army would be responsible for the perilous assault landing on D-Day, so it was decided to place the more experienced group in their support.97 Prudent as that clearly was, indeed flattering for the RCAF, it nevertheless scuppered the possibility of any sort of all-Canadian national contingent for the Western Allies’ decisive campaign of the war.

Consideration: The Limits on a Junior Alliance Partner

As tactical air power evolved, Canada was never in the driver’s seat. As we have seen, the larger debates over the organization and role of tactical air power were played out between the highest levels of the RAF and the British Army, ultimately rising for adjudication to the very highest level possible—Prime Minister Churchill. The ideas and arguments of a Canadian general were not a factor. There is something of an irony in this: the final establishment of the composite groups that directly supported the field armies was approximately 30 squadrons, or about five per division—almost exactly the level of air support that McNaughton had first envisioned and that had been so peremptorily dismissed as unrealistic.

It has been widely observed that, as a junior alliance partner, during the Second World War Canada left strategic thought to others, in particular the British, focusing instead upon raising forces that would be sent off to join the fight.98 But while Canadian policy may have been thus focused upon raising forces, this leaves open the question of the doctrinal structure and practice of those forces, and it was in this area that McNaughton was trying to be innovative. In this regard, his efforts reflected a heritage that was for him very personal—the Canadian Corps in the First World War. While the Canadian Army began that war with standard British doctrine, they developed it from there, and by 1918, the Canadian Corps was markedly different in certain key respects from the British model.99 It had a different structure, and in particular, its organization
and employment of machine guns were “a year ahead of all other armies” and were recognized as such by the British. It was this heritage of innovation that McNaughton was striving for.

In contrast to the recognized success that Canadian innovation achieved in the First World War, in the Second, McNaughton was unsuccessful at realizing a unique vision. The reasons for this, as we have seen, were many and varied—the allocation of scarce resources; the complexity of the issues involved; the level at which they were resolved; and with regard to McNaughton’s “all Canadian” vision, the fact that the command of land and air forces was centralized at a far higher level than that at which the Canadian commanders worked. This remains a fundamental tension between Canadian joint and combined operations to this day: Canadian land forces sent to a theatre of operations become part of the land component within that theatre, while Canadian air forces sent to the same theatre become part of the air component within the theatre. Therefore, the air component is not necessarily directly associated with the Canadian land component. It was this issue more than any other that frustrated McNaughton and Edward’s Canadianization efforts. It remains true to this day that Canada contributes forces to campaigns led by others, something the current Chief of the Defence staff once referred to as “contribution warfare.” The ability of junior alliance partners to be different and unique remains a vexed challenge.

Conclusion

The development of tactical air power from the First World War to the North West Europe campaign was a long, complex and contentious process. Despite having begun life with a strong experience of tactical air power in the First World War, the RAF turned away from this heritage and only returned to a strong investment in the tactical air power role after some heated debate with the British Army. Canada was not a significant player in this debate, which ultimately rose beyond the level of the service chiefs to Prime Minister Churchill, himself, for adjudication. However, one Canadian officer, in particular, exerted strong efforts to achieve, at least within the Canadian contingent, a unique vision for tactical air power—Lieutenant-General Andrew McNaughton.

As we have seen, McNaughton was a keen proponent of tactical air power from as far back as the early 1930s, probably due to his technocratic nature and restive intellectual energies. Upon mobilization in 1939, he consistently fought for stronger tactical air forces assigned to his command, far stronger tactical air forces than standard British doctrine originally called for. Further, he wanted those tactical air forces to be RCAF squadrons, thus forming an “all Canadian” joint land-air team that would constitute the spearhead of the British forces, just as the Canadian Corps had in the First World War. McNaughton’s efforts in this regard were remarkable, extending to not just persistent requests and lobbying but also creative efforts, such as the use of his own army-engineer assets to build his own airfield.

However, in the end, McNaughton’s efforts were unsuccessful. He did not convince the authorities to grant him larger tactical air forces, and when strong tactical air forces were eventually assigned to the support of 1st Canadian Army for Operation OVERLORD, this development resulted not from McNaughton’s efforts but from the larger overall redesign of all tactical air power. In the end, while 1st Canadian Army wound up with a scale of tactical air power almost exactly that which McNaughton had originally called for in the face of British opposition, this was exactly the same amount of tactical air support as 2nd British Army was allocated—one composite group (roughly two dozen squadrons). Nor was McNaughton’s “all Canadian” vision realized, as the centralized command structure of the tactical air forces, and various exigent factors of the campaign, resulted in the RCAF squadrons working with 2nd British Army, while 1st Canadian
Army received its air support from a predominantly British group. This serves as something of a cautonary tale as to the limits on the originality open to a junior partner in a grand alliance.

Lieutenant-Colonel Paul Johnston is an RCAF intelligence officer, currently employed as the A2 of 1 Canadian Air Division in Winnipeg. Lieutenant-Colonel Johnston’s career has ranged from tactical positions in the fighter community, to operational-level headquarters, to the strategic level in Ottawa. His most recent deployment was as the Chief Assessments Officer of the Joint Intelligence Centre at International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) Headquarters in Kabul. Lieutenant-Colonel Johnston is also a doctoral student at Queen’s University in the history programme; his area of research interest is the evolution of tactical air power within the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
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COUNTERING THE SMALL-UNMANNED-AIRCRAFT-SYSTEM THREAT TO THE CANADIAN ARMED FORCES

BY MAJOR DAN WALTERS, CD, MDS

Editor’s note: This paper was written by a candidate attending the Canadian Forces College in fulfilment of one of the requirements of the course of studies.

AIM

The recent rapid expansion of the consumer small unmanned aircraft system (sUAS) industry has made tools that were once the exclusive purview of nation states and researchers available to almost anyone. A variety of groups has demonstrated both the capability and the intent to use this technology for malicious purposes. Hostile use of sUASs presents unique challenges to the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) for both domestic and expeditionary operations. The aim of this article is to examine the implications of sUAS proliferation for CAF and to recommend a way ahead.
INTRODUCTION

There are two main implications of an sUAS threat to CAF. First, the North American Aerospace Defence Command (NORAD) has a standing mission under Operation NOBLE EAGLE (ONE) to protect the civilian population of North America from a terrorist air attack.¹ Second, all CAF force generators and force employers have a responsibility for force protection.² sUASs present several unique challenges for engagement. They are inexpensive, particularly when compared to the cost of military air-defence systems. They are able to launch when they are close to potential targets, and based on their small size and signatures, they can be difficult to detect and engage. They can be massed and used to swarm a target, overwhelming some conventional defences. Lastly, engagement with traditional kinetic defences can easily cause more collateral damage than the sUAS itself.

This article begins with defining an sUAS and discussing the threat that it can pose. It then discusses the threat posed by three categories of users: benign users, insurgents and terrorists. Next, it reviews CAF’s potential defensive measures, including readiness, detection and tracking, as well as passive and active defences. Lastly, it draws conclusions and makes a recommendation for a way forward for CAF.

DEFINITION

There are varying military and civilian definitions, terminologies and categories used for unmanned aircraft, such as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), remotely piloted aircraft systems (RPAS), unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) and drones. For simplicity, this article will use the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and Transport Canada (TC) definition of an sUAS being an unmanned aircraft that weighs less than 25 kilograms,³ as this definition has specific implications on ease of purchase and legal use.⁴ Some authors differentiate between UASs and cruise missiles based on operator intent to recover the vehicle; however, again for simplicity, this article will use the term UAS regardless of user intent.⁵

THREAT

The massive proliferation of sUASs in recent years is astounding. In 2014, the United States (US) FAA estimated that 200,000 recreational sUASs were operating in the US National Airspace System (NAS), not including those used commercially. They estimate another 1.6 million were sold in 2015 and expect 1.9 million in 2016, plus another 600,000 for commercial use.⁶ The growth in Canada has been similar; in fact worldwide, there is one estimate that 200,000 sUASs per month were sold globally in 2014.⁷

As recently as 2008, threat assessments generally concluded that malicious use of UASs by terrorist organizations was unlikely, based on the technical skills required and the other available means of attack.⁸ However, three important factors have changed in recent years. First, sUASs have become cheap and have proliferated widely, with very capable models available off the shelf for a few hundred dollars. Second, advances in inexpensive miniaturized autopilot systems mean that very little experience is required to effectively operate an sUAS. Third, the widespread mobile access to the Internet now allows sUASs to be controlled from a distance.⁹ These changes have led several more recent academic assessments of the threat to generally agree that hostile sUASs present a realistic security threat.¹⁰
BENIGN USERS

The first category of sUAS users is those that have no intention of deliberately causing physical harm to CAF personnel or civilians. This broad category includes uneducated recreational users, criminals and activists. These users may pose an actual threat, for example, by accidentally flying into the flight path of aircraft. More importantly, they often serve to highlight the vulnerabilities of vital assets to sUASs.

In 2015, the FAA received 1,133 UAS incident reports, over four times as many as were received in 2014. This included “reports of unmanned aircraft at high altitudes in congested airspace, unmanned aircraft operations near passenger-carrying aircraft or major airports, and interfering with emergency operations such as efforts to combat wildfires.” TC has had similar problems, launching over 50 investigations since 2010 into “reckless and negligent” UAS use. An accidental crash of an sUAS on the White House lawn in January 2015 prompted a significant response in the US, including a congressional hearing on the issue. Both the FAA and TC have launched education campaigns and reviews of UAS regulations. However, the trend indicates that CAF may need to protect airfields and other airspace from inadvertent entry. Prompted by similar incidents in the United Kingdom (UK), one study warned against the possibility of sUASs being used deliberately as “mechanical bird strikes.”
Criminal use of sUASs has also been increasing. This has included cross-border drug smuggling as well as delivering contraband weapons and drugs into prisons (including one in Quebec).\textsuperscript{15} CAF units on stability operations may have a requirement to halt such operations without causing collateral damage.

Perhaps some of the most dramatic demonstrations of potentially hostile sUAS capability, without necessarily hostile intent, have been activist stunts. For example, in September 2013 an activist managed to fly an sUAS a few feet [approximately 1 metre] from German Chancellor Angela Merkel at a press conference.\textsuperscript{16} A string of sUAS sightings in France in 2014–2015 around nuclear plants, a submarine base, the Eiffel Tower, the US embassy in Paris and the Charlie Hebdo offices has prompted the French government to adopt countermeasures.\textsuperscript{17} On three occasions in 2015, sUASs, whose operators were not located, were able to fly close to President Obama.\textsuperscript{18} In April 2015, an activist landed a small radioactive package on the roof of the Japanese Prime Minister’s office.\textsuperscript{19} These incidents, while not necessarily hostile, highlight the vulnerability of some of the world’s best protected people and sites to sUASs.

**INSURGENTS**

Perhaps the most acute threat sUASs pose to CAF units deployed abroad is from insurgents. Both insurgents and terrorists can use sUASs for two primary missions: intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) as well as attack. Hamas and Hezbollah both have long histories of using UASs, including some military models supplied by Iran.\textsuperscript{20} Initially mostly used for reconnaissance, several incidents have shown a shift to using UASs for attacks, such as the July 2006 attack on an Israeli warship and the September 2014 attack on a Syrian rebel base.\textsuperscript{21} sUASs continue to play a significant role for both sides of the conflict in the Ukraine, primarily for ISR, including for artillery spotting.\textsuperscript{22} The Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) has also been using sUASs on the battlefield. There are several reports of ISIL using sUASs for reconnaissance, such as prior to their successful attack on Syria’s Tabqa air base.\textsuperscript{23} There has also been one report of ISIL attempting to use an sUAS as an airborne improvised explosive device.\textsuperscript{24}

**TERRORISTS**

To date, no terrorist plan to use an sUAS has been successful. Several terrorists considered the use of remote control aircraft, including members of Aum Shinrikyo in the 1995 sarin gas attack in Tokyo, Osama Bin Laden in a 2001 plot to kill US President George W. Bush, and al-Qaeda member Christopher Paul in his 2008 plot to attack targets in the US and Europe.\textsuperscript{25} Perhaps the first credible attempt was by an al-Qaeda affiliate, Rezwan Ferdaus, in September 2011. He had planned to fly three model aircraft, guided by a global positioning system (GPS) and loaded with C4 explosive into the Pentagon and Capitol Building.\textsuperscript{26} Another al-Qaeda attack using a remote-controlled aircraft in Spain was foiled in August 2012.\textsuperscript{27} Two plots to use unmanned aircraft were foiled in Germany in 2013, the first a terrorist attack in June and the second a political assassination in September.\textsuperscript{28}

Subsequent to these events, concerns related to sUAS terrorism have been raised by several law enforcement agencies worldwide, including New York City’s police department, British counterterrorism police, the Department of Homeland Security and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police.\textsuperscript{29} In July 2015, British counterterrorism officials warned that ISIL has been planning a terror attack using a “multi-drone attack on large numbers of people in a synchronised attack.”\textsuperscript{30} Clearly, the potential for sUASs to be used maliciously against civilian targets in North America and against CAF assets is a real concern that must be addressed.
DEFENSIVE MEASURES

Prior to discussing specifics of possible counter-sUAS defensive measures, it is important to note that CAF will need to coordinate its efforts with allies and other government agencies, particularly for domestic force protection and the ONE mission. In particular, plans and responsibilities will need to be synchronized with TC, Industry Canada and Public Safety Canada. It is also necessary to highlight that since the retirement of the air defence anti-tank system (ADATS), the Canadian Army has no air-defence systems.31

Readiness

As with any threat, a critical component of defence is readiness. This includes keeping abreast of the latest technology as well as tactics, techniques and procedures (TTP) for countering a threat. To this end, the US regularly runs a counter-UAS technology exercise called BLACK DART and a counter-UAS TTP exercise called BLUE KNIGHT.32 Australia also plans to host an annual counter-UAS exercise, as a result of the limited participation allowed by the US exercises.33

Detection and Tracking

sUASs present a challenge to standard detection and tracking systems, especially radar, since they typically have very small radar cross sections. They are often mistaken by display filters as birds.34

Passive Defences

Some of the most effective defences against an sUAS threat are also the simplest and cheapest. These can include camouflage and concealment, static nets and simply being indoors.42 One effective passive defence for unskilled sUAS users is manufacturer imposed geofencing. Geofencing involves an sUAS manufacturer building automatic limitations on vehicle use based on GPS position, such as not allowing it to take off or forcing it to land. DJI, one of the main consumer sUAS makers, has implemented geofencing in its products around 10,000 North American airports and around Washington, District of Columbia.43 The FAA’s future plans for control of sUASs in the NAS include the possible use of dynamic geofencing, for example around active wildfires.44

sUASs present a challenge to standard detection and tracking systems, especially radar, since they typically have very small radar cross sections. They are often mistaken by display filters as birds.34
Active Defences

Several different types of active defences against sUASs have been developed. Some of the more traditional military solutions, such as Lockheed Martin’s Extended Area Protection and Survivability (EAPS) Counter Rocket Artillery Mortar (C-RAM) weapon or the Israeli Iron Dome are expensive and have the potential to cause more collateral damage than an sUAS itself.\(^{45}\) The EAPS C-RAM, for example, launches a 10 pound [4.5 kilogram] interceptor that costs $16,000 per round.\(^{46}\)

Directed energy weapons have also been proposed for counter-UAS systems, such as the Rafael Iron Beam, the United States Navy Laser Weapon System, the Boeing High Energy Laser Mobile Demonstrator and an unnamed Chinese system.\(^{47}\)

A much cheaper alternative to these systems is to use small arms. Snipers can be effective against sUASs, but shots can be challenging and collateral damage remains a concern.\(^{48}\) Shotguns, on the other hand, have proven to be very effective.\(^{49}\) According to some experts, a shotgun loaded with birdshot would cause very little collateral damage due to the low terminal velocity of the small grains.\(^{50}\)

Net guns have been proposed as another low-collateral-damage option. Droneshield deployed net guns as part of their defensive system for the 2015 Boston Marathon.\(^{51}\) Similar systems can be mounted on sUASs in order to function as interceptors. Some examples of this include the MALOU net-carrying interceptors, the Rapere wire-dangling sUAS and the Delft Dynamics sUAS-mounted net gun.\(^{52}\) France and Japan have already deployed net-carrying interceptors, while South Korea is actively researching the technology.\(^{53}\)

An unconventional means to counter sUASs is to train and equip hawks or eagles for the task. The Dutch National Police recently announced that they are pursuing this tactic.\(^{54}\) Hacking presents another possible defence, particularly for countering off-the-shelf sUASs. Several experts have demonstrated the ability to seize control of an sUAS.\(^{55}\) Some have even used malware to have one sUAS take over others, who in turn take over other vehicles.\(^{56}\)

Jamming RF signals is currently the most widely accepted solution for protecting assets where collateral damage is a concern.\(^{57}\) This will often either freeze the sUAS or cause it to crash. These systems are also mostly highly directional, minimizing collateral jamming effects. RF jamming also has the potential to be effective against large swarms of sUASs.\(^{58}\) As an alternative to larger, more expensive systems, Battelle’s DroneDefender RF jamming system is about the size of a rifle and claims to jam control, detonation and GPS signals.\(^{59}\)

The variety of counter-sUAS defences available to CAF comes in a broad range of costs and with different levels of effectiveness in different environments. The correct mix of equipment to defend the wide array of assets for which CAF is responsible will likely require an equally wide range of equipment, with costs proportionate to the value of assets and the threat posed to them.
CONCLUSION

The probability of CAF encountering malicious sUAS users is ever increasing. Both for the ONE mission and for force protection, CAF has a responsibility to consider this threat and how to counter it. There are clearly many options for defence, with widely varying costs, target effects and collateral-damage concerns. These options must be considered in the context of the operating environment and closely coordinated with our allies and other government agencies.

Prior to implementing countermeasures, it is vital that CAF first consider what it needs to defend then conduct a risk analysis. The result should be a tiered defence strategy with simple, inexpensive measures for lower-value, lower-risk assets and more robust measures for vital, high-risk assets.

RECOMMENDATION

CAF should conduct a thorough risk analysis of the threat posed by hostile sUASs in the contexts of the ONE mission and force protection and should develop an integrated, coherent and tiered strategy for sUAS defence.

Major Walters, a pilot with 1,800 hours on the CF188, has spent tours at 409 Tactical Fighter Squadron, 410 Tactical Fighter (Operational Training) Squadron and 4 Wing Operations. He is currently serving at NORAD headquarters in Colorado Springs.
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COMMAND IMPERATIVE TO TARGETING

CANADIAN ARMED FORCES EFFECTIVENESS IN TARGETING WITH AIR POWER DURING OPERATIONS MOBILE AND IMPACT

BY LIEUTENANT-COLONEL JARED PENNEY, CD
Editor’s note: This paper was written by a candidate attending the Canadian Forces College in fulfillment of one of the requirements of the course of studies.

Often cited as a critical function in joint exercises and in recent operations, there has been emphasis of late placed on the importance of targeting within the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF), with the formation of the CAF Targeting Implementation Initiative. Targeting ranges in complexity from conceptual design and analysis to planning and execution. It spans the strategic, operational and tactical levels and can be deliberate or dynamic. By definition, targeting is aiming or directing, such as aiming a weapon at a target. At the operational level, it is the systematic process of matching capabilities to targets and is complementary to the joint air tasking cycle. Targeting also comprises a conceptual design process that is used to analyse complex system of systems. The “butterfly effect” serves as a metaphor of this concept, as one of the theoretical challenges for targeting is accounting for unintended second- and third-order effects. It is the elasticity of targeting that has caught the attention of senior leadership within CAF and, conversely, developed into a quagmire that potentially threatens combat effectiveness.

The operational level of targeting warrants closer examination, since it bridges the tactical and strategic levels of war and there are design, planning and execution considerations. CAF’s recent air operations over Libya and Iraq offer a unique opportunity to analyse operational targeting with air power. Operation (Op) MOBILE, Canada’s named operation in support of Operations ODYSSEY DAWN (OOD) and UNIFIED PROTECTOR (OUP), demonstrated the potential of air power capabilities during an armed intervention. The unprecedented responsiveness and challenges in directing air power capabilities also exhibited the importance of targeting. Although initially ad hoc and heuristic in its application, CAF proved quite effective in achieving the desired effects and identified many lessons. Four years later, CAF had the opportunity to apply those lessons during another air-centric operation, Op IMPACT, Canada’s named operation in support of Op INHERENT RESOLVE (OIR).

This article argues that CAF’s enthusiasm with targeting has strayed from its pragmatic application during Op MOBILE that focused on enabling combat employment and achieving effects into a risk-management bureaucratic process that hampered effectiveness during Op IMPACT. The latter operation was less effective because targeting authorities were not commensurate with the competency of commanders, resulting in the situation of ineffectual command, as described by the Pigeau and McCann Balanced Command Envelope.

It is challenging to evaluate all of the relevant evidence provided by these two operations because of the classification of much of the information and sensitivity around targeting directives during an ongoing operation. However, open-source data and discussions with key personnel involved in the targeting process of both operations contribute to our understanding of the process and offer insight to evaluate CAF’s performance and effectiveness in broad terms and allow us to draw conclusions on why effectiveness was impaired during Op IMPACT. By providing context and explaining the operational assessment, targeting will be discussed as it relates to these two air-centric operations. Finally, this article demonstrates how some of the targeting policies and processes put in place during Op IMPACT promoted ineffectual command and impacted combat effectiveness.

**OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF TARGETING**

The joint targeting cycle, depicted in Figure 1, is an iterative process that provides a useful framework for conducting deliberate and dynamic joint targeting. The cycle begins with the end state and commander’s objectives and ends with the assessment. An important activity in these stages is...
the development of observable, achievable, and reasonable measures and indicators (such as measures of effectiveness [MOEs] and measures of performance [MOPs]) to assess whether the effects and objectives are being or have been attained. Measures and indicators help focus target development within the joint targeting process, and are critical to enable assessment.⁶

MOPs are indicators used to assess friendly actions and measure task accomplishment. They are generally quantitative but may also apply qualitative attributes to task accomplishment.⁸ MOPs help answer the question, “are we doing things right?”⁹ MOEs are indicators used to help gauge the attainment of end-state conditions, achievement of objectives or creation of effects.¹⁰ They do not measure task accomplishment or performance. MOEs are typically more subjective than MOPs and can be crafted as either qualitative or quantitative.¹¹ MOEs help answer the question, “Are we doing the right things to create the effect(s) on the operational environment (OE) that we desire?”¹²

This article will use MOP and MOE within the operational-assessment methodology to assess CAF’s effectiveness compared to coalition partners during both operations. Indicators typically used to evaluate performance and effectiveness of achieving desired end states and objectives within each OE are useful; however, they are normally classified (i.e., weapon effectiveness). The operational assessment will, instead, focus on evaluating CAF’s performance and effectiveness to the coalition within each operation. Although targeting effectiveness on each OE is not being evaluated, it is important to consider each OE and its effects on the targeting process. The OE of each operation

![Joint targeting cycle (dynamic and deliberate)](image-url)
will be considered; this will be followed by the targeting capabilities applied with respect to the joint air tasking cycle (discussed in Figure 2), and finally, the article will focus on Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) combat capabilities. Although not specific to targeting, these three areas will provide context to the MOP and MOE for comparative analysis.

*Figure 2. Joint air tasking cycle*
The joint air tasking cycle, depicted in Figure 2, provides a framework for the efficient and effective employment of air capabilities. Although this cycle is specific to the combined air operations centre (CAOC) functions in the planning, coordination and execution of air operations, the joint targeting cycle stages are incorporated into the joint air tasking cycle. Op MOBILE and Op IMPACT both used the joint air tasking cycle, with air operations being directed by the CAOC.

Targeting is command led and intelligence supported. As depicted in Figure 2, intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) is centrally located within the joint air tasking cycle; this is representative of its role in supporting all stages of this cycle. The second stage, target development, consists of vetting; validation; target-list development; and nomination for prioritization, synchronization and action. The third stage of this cycle is executed by the master air attack plan team and target effects team. Capabilities analysis occurs during this stage, and resources are allocated to targets. Weaponeering and collateral damage estimates (CDEs) are conducted to various levels of refinement within these two stages. The execution stage of this cycle, conducted by the combat operations division, incorporates both the deliberate and dynamic targeting in addition to ongoing combat operations.

The red card holder (RCH) of each country within the coalition makes targeting decisions on behalf of their country within the CAOC. The RCH is responsible for ensuring their nation’s caveats and rules of engagement (ROE) are adhered to within the coalition. The roles, authorities and responsibilities of an RCH are nation specific and are an important area that will be considered in this article.

**OP MOBILE**

In February 2011, the Arab Spring movement spread to Libya, resulting in civil unrest when violence escalated between protestors and pro-Gaddafi security forces. Alarmed by the deteriorating situation, the international community responded by adopting United Nations Security Council resolution 1973 on 17 March 2011, calling for states to establish a “no-fly zone” and to “take all necessary measures … to protect civilians and civilian population areas.” Two days later, the United States (US) initiated OOD.

On very short notice, seven CF188s from 425 Squadron in Bagotville and two CC150T aircraft from 437 Squadron in Trenton deployed to Trapani, Italy. On 21 March, CF188s conducted their first combat missions in support of OOD, the first since 1999 during Op ALLIED FORCE in Kosovo. OOD transitioned to OUP when the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) took control two weeks later under the command of Canadian Lieutenant-General (LGen) Charles Bouchard.

**Operating Environment**

Libya is twice as big as Afghanistan and 160 times larger than Kosovo, presenting several challenges. The operating environment was partially contested and dynamic. The limited ground force / special operations forces (SOF) integration with the air force and lack of ISR provided many challenges to the targeting process. When the mission transitioned to NATO, the CAOC was not prepared, and effectiveness suffered from inadequate targeting expertise and support.

It was clear from the beginning that the initial Libya campaign would require US command and control as well as its unique strike capabilities. Planning for the Kosovo campaign took 15 months, while OOD was planned in a matter of weeks. United States Africa Command (AFRICOM) ran the campaign through the 603rd Air and Space Operations Center (AOC) in Ramstein. Within the first 24 hours, 22 of the 24 fixed surface-to-air missile (SAM) sites had been destroyed by cruise
missiles and stealth aircraft. The remaining threat to coalition air operations was a small number of tactical SAMs as well as a large number of man-portable SAMs and anti-aircraft artillery. Although mitigated by US suppression-of-enemy-air-defence support, the contested environment meant that fighter aircraft had to operate at higher altitudes, limiting their effectiveness of finding and identifying targets, both visually and with targeting pods.

The situation on the ground was very dynamic. The lack of detailed ground integration drove the requirement for more ISR assets. Although some coalition partners employed military advisors and liaisons with the anti-Gaddafi opposition forces, the deliberate target development process was hampered. Combined with the necessity to minimize collateral damage, the coalition had to employ more dynamic targeting in the form of strike coordination and armed reconnaissance (SCAR) missions. Strike authority was delegated to the pilots whenever practicable.

The discipline of OUP aircrew was commendable … .

… Using a restricted fire line aided aircrews in knowing where within the ROE they could engage without CFAC [combined force air component] approval. Conversely, the CFAC had to approve targets on the restricted side of the restricted fire line. Whether aircrews or CFAC approved, due to the fluidity of the battlespace, limited ISR assets, and the strategic nature of every bomb, leadership and aircrews exhaustively weighed each engagement decision.

The process of finding targets became more difficult, as Gaddafi forces traded their readily identifiable military equipment and tanks for those similar to the opposition forces. The rebels began marking the tops of their vehicles with an “N” to avoid misidentification; however, Gaddafi forces soon replicated this technique. The opposition forces not only tried to adapt their strategies and movements to NATO’s air campaign but also directly influenced its targeting process. According to a RAND report:

What is not widely known is that oppositionists across the country formed a complex network of spotters, informants, forward observers, and battle damage assessors. Anyone with a cell phone, Google Earth, Skype, Twitter, or email was in a position to report—and all of these conduits were used to pass coordinates, pictures, and other data. As the war progressed, the quality of the reporting improved. According to one Misratan observer, “First it was the general area, then GPS [global positioning system], and then Google Earth. I personally never reported anything unless I had someone put eyes on the target.” The problem that mission planners faced, therefore, was not a shortage of targeting information, but a flood of it. The challenge was vetting the sources, corroborating the data with other collection platforms, transforming it into intelligence, and then determining what was actionable.

LGen Bouchard characterized the transition of OOD to the NATO structure as a “Hail Mary pass” because of the rapid response required (just three weeks of planning) and scepticism about the chances for the success of such an undertaking. The transition of the operation to NATO proved to be anything but smooth, “exposing fissures in the alliance and gaps in capabilities.” The CAOC in Poggio Renatico, Italy, lacked adequate infrastructure and computer architecture to support the
necessary staff and operations. Personnel assigned to the CAOC had little experience, training or qualifications in CAOC functions and required major augmentation, especially in targeting.\textsuperscript{28}

Initially, all targeting was envisioned to be supported from Turkey; however, this concept was abandoned after a few days when it was realized that two locations were unworkable.\textsuperscript{29} Intelligence sharing and target development struggled as the NATO CAOC “lacked a functional ISR division,”\textsuperscript{30} and “at the core of this limitation is the fact that few countries had the national capability to collect intelligence, analyze it, share it on classified architecture, and then develop the high-fidelity targeting materials necessary for an aerial campaign where collateral damage is a concern.”\textsuperscript{31} The solutions to the problems presented to operational planners required a divestment of targeting responsibilities to the pilots, thereby increasing operational efficacy and responsiveness.

\textit{CAF Targeting Capabilities}

The speed of the Libyan crisis and deployment of RCAF assets put tremendous pressure on Canadian Expeditionary Force Command (CEFCOM), the predecessor to Canadian Joint Operations Command (CJOC). Heavily occupied by years of land-centric operations in Afghanistan, there was little experience and expertise in air operations.\textsuperscript{32} Although effects-based operations, predominantly an air-force concept, had gained much momentum and acceptance jointly following Kosovo, there was a lack of targeting capability and expertise within CAF.\textsuperscript{33} Despite the limited targeting capabilities, procedures, training and command support, competent commanders and aircrew were able to make correct decisions and operate effectively because they were enabled by higher headquarters and given appropriate authorities.

The cadre of fighter pilots sent to the CAOC to perform RCH duties had received no prior training in targeting or CDE methodology. Targeting decisions were recorded by a log, and deliberate pre-planned target packages consisted of imagery and a sheet with three sections for notes (intelligence, legal advisor [LEGAD] and operations). CEFCOM’s initial lack of familiarity with the air operation resulted in limiting the authority of the Canadian RCHs. Colonel Gagne, one of the first deployed RCHs, described the deployment as “very challenging and highly rewarding” and credited direct communication with CEFCOM leadership as critical to building trust and confidence as the operation proceeded.\textsuperscript{34} CF188 pilot performance also built confidence as the operation progressed as “public reports of CF-18s not dropping weapons due to collateral damage concerns confirmed that, in spite of low experience levels, Canadian aircrew were exercising a high degree of discretion and professionalism in a very sensitive operation.”\textsuperscript{35}

Intelligence and communication support to the RCHs in Poggio was very limited. A robust intelligence team was deployed to Trapani with level-three systems; however, the detachment was unable to contribute to the targeting process. Eventually near the end of the operation, the badly needed communications and intelligence support was established in Poggio to aid in targeting.\textsuperscript{36}

On a number of occasions, the RCHs attempted to get strike approval for targets that exceeded their delegated authority, with limited success. RCHs soon realized that calling back to Canada was not always feasible for dynamic situations. Eventually CEFCOM delegated more authorities to the deployed RCHs, which increased their flexibility and effectiveness. One other distracting factor for the RCHs was the implementation of the air task force (ATF) concept. Initially, the RCH was dual-hatted as the ATF commander; however, midway through the operation, a separate ATF commander was deployed to the CAOC.\textsuperscript{37}
The pace of operations was very high. Colonel Kenny, the RCH near the end of the operation, stated that “it was unusual for a day to go by without a strike.” He also stated that even if they could effectively communicate with Canada, that CEFCOM “would have been significantly challenged to keep up with the pace of that operation.” It was obvious that CEFCOM was satisfied with the state of operations or potentially distracted by Afghanistan, as Colonel Kenney stated that “sometimes we were wondering if they were even paying attention,” and in retrospect, he “felt that some additional oversight would have been nice.”

**RCAF Air Power Capabilities**

RCAF air power employed by professional aircrews proved very effective despite having some capability deficiencies (weapons and CP140 capabilities). The CF188 had undergone a major modernization since last used in combat during the Kosovo campaign, with the most important and applicable upgrade being the Snipper XR targeting pod. Delays in acquiring the GBU-49 (GPS and laser-guided weapon) in time for the operation resulted in the RCAF very quickly acquiring and fielding the GPS-guided GBU-31 and GBU-38 joint direct attack munitions (JDAMs) in time for the end of the operation.

Although the CF188 performed superbly, the lack of low-collateral-damage and direct-attack munitions limited its effectiveness against certain targets. There was limited success employing laser-guided bombs against tanks, and the potential for collateral damage precluded striking other targets. The lack of the BRU-55 bomb rack limited the CF188 to one precision-guided munition (PGM) per weapon station.

The Block II CP140 was equipped with the electro-optical/infrared MX-20 and a deployable mission support centre, which proved effective. However, without a beyond line of sight (BLOS) capability, data could not be shared in real time. The Block II variant also lacked a self-defence suite that restricted employment to “wet feet” until the environment became more permissive.

The CP140 contributed critically required ISR and transitioned to the new role of SCAR. The successful accomplishment of this new skill, aided with embedded joint terminal attack controllers (JTACs), is a testament to the crew’s professionalism and flexibility; however, the lack of self-protection, digitally aided close air support (CAS) equipment, Link 16 and target-marking capability degraded SCAR effectiveness.

**Measures of Performance and Effectiveness**

CAF’s performance in Op MOBILE was exceptional, given the limitations and restraints on the operating environment as well as targeting and air power capabilities. Canada was one of six countries that agreed to conduct offensive strikes, and RCAF CF188s flew 944 sorties over 3,882 hours and expended 696 PGMs, accounting for approximately 10 per cent (%) of all strikes (OUP total was 9,646 sorties and 7,642 munitions).

As illustrated in Table 1, the coalition achieved on average a weapon per sortie (wpn/sortie) rate of 0.79. The RCAF achieved a rate of 0.74 wpn/sortie or 5.6 flight hours per weapon expended (hrs/wpn). Despite not having low-collateral-damage weapons or JDAMs, the RCAF achieved similar effectiveness rates as other countries with these capabilities such as Belgium (0.76 wpn/sortie, 5.5 hrs/wpn) and Denmark (0.72 wpn/sortie, 5.1 hr/wpn). As a result of Op MOBILE, several lessons were identified specific to targeting, primarily the requirement to institutionalize the capability in terms of doctrine, training and command support.
## Command Imperative to Targeting: Canadian Armed Forces Effectiveness in Targeting with Air Power during Operations MOBILE and IMPACT

### Operating Environment
- **MOBILE**
  - Partially contested and dynamic environment
  - Limited ground-force/SOF integration with the air force
  - Insufficient ISR and air-to-air refuelling (AAR) assets
  - Limited expertise and support in NATO’s newly adopted CDE methodology
  - CAOC very limited in capabilities and support
- **IMPACT**
  - Permissive and fairly static environment
  - Ground forces providing intelligence
  - Sufficient ISR assets
  - Robust CAOC capabilities, support and targeting expertise

### CAF Targeting Capabilities
- **MOBILE**
  - CEFCOM’s primary mission focus is Afghanistan
  - Non-existent targeting capabilities, procedures and training
  - Very limited secure communications and command support
- **IMPACT**
  - CJOC’s primary mission
  - Limited targeting capabilities and training
  - Targeting directives
  - Some secure communications and command support capabilities

### RCAF Air Power Capabilities
- **MOBILE**
  - CF188 modernization with robust capabilities
  - Laser-guided bomb (LGBs) are only PGM
  - No inertial-aided munition (IAM), fast-moving target (FMT), direct fire air-to-surface missile (ASM), low-collateral-damage weapon (wpn) capabilities
  - Limited 1 PGM per wpn station
  - CP140 has MX-20 electro-optical/infrared (EO/IR) and L-1145 BLOS, directional infrared countermeasures (DIRCM) [self-protection]
  - Laser tracking device (LTD) / IR marker
- **IMPACT**
  - CF188 enhanced self-protection
  - EPW II and JDAM
  - BRU-55 doubles CF188’s carrying capacity of some PGMs
  - No FMT, direct fire ASM, low-collateral-damage wpn capabilities
  - CP140 modernization adds many capabilities and interim beyond line of sight (iBLOS)
  - Bk IV – BLOS, WGS, Link 16, DIRCM (self-protection)
  - LTD / IR marker

### MOP Strike Missions
- **MOBILE**
  - OOD/OUP flew 9,646 sorties, expended 7,642 munitions
  - RCAF flew 944 sorties, 3,882 hours, expended 696 munitions
  - RCAF accounted for approximately 10% of all strikes
  - 660 of 944 strikes were dynamic (70%)
- **IMPACT**
  - OIR flew 28,283 sorties, expended 36,789 munitions
  - Target types: 31% fighting positions, 30% other, 26% buildings, 5% oil infrastructure, 5% staging areas
  - RCAF flew 1,378 sorties, 5,512 hours, expended 606 munitions
  - RCAF accounted for approximately 2% of all strikes
  - Target types: 71% fighting positions, 8% buildings, 8% staging areas, 8% other, 6% vehicles

### MOE
- **MOBILE**
  - OOD/OUP 0.79 wpn/sortie
  - RCAF 0.74 wpn/sortie, 5.6 hrs/wp
  - Belgium 0.76 wpn/sortie, 5.5 hrs/wp
  - Denmark 0.72 wpn/sortie, 5.1 hrs/wp
  - Norway 0.96 wpn/sortie, 5.3 hrs/wp
- **IMPACT**
  - OIR 1.3 wpn/sortie
  - RCAF 0.44 wpn/sortie, 9.1 hrs/wp
  - Australia 0.74 wpn/sortie, 10.3 hrs/wp, 7.6 hrs/wp corrected for 468 nm [867 kilometres] distance from Al Minhad Air Base to Al Jaber (2 hours transit/sortie further than the RCAF)

### Targeting Lessons Identified
- MOBILE
  - Callback to CEFCOM for targeting approval not feasible
  - ATF construct was not fully implemented and distracted RCH
  - Lack of RCH training
  - LGB buddy-lase procedures with other assets
  - JDAM and BRU-55

### Table 1. Comparison between Op MOBILE and Op IMPACT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation MOBILE</th>
<th>Operation IMPACT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operating Environment</strong></td>
<td><strong>Operating Environment</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partially contested and dynamic environment</td>
<td>Permissive and fairly static environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited ground-force/SOF integration with the air force</td>
<td>Ground forces providing intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient ISR and air-to-air refuelling (AAR) assets</td>
<td>Sufficient ISR assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited expertise and support in NATO’s newly adopted CDE methodology</td>
<td>Robust CAOC capabilities, support and targeting expertise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAOC very limited in capabilities and support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CAF Targeting Capabilities</strong></th>
<th><strong>CAF Targeting Capabilities</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CEFCOM’s primary mission focus is Afghanistan</td>
<td>CJOC’s primary mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-existent targeting capabilities, procedures and training</td>
<td>Limited targeting capabilities and training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very limited secure communications and command support</td>
<td>Targeting directives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some secure communications and command support capabilities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>RCAF Air Power Capabilities</strong></th>
<th><strong>RCAF Air Power Capabilities</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CF188 modernization with robust capabilities</td>
<td>CF188 enhanced self-protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser-guided bomb (LGBs) are only PGM</td>
<td>EPW II and JDAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No inertial-aided munition (IAM), fast-moving target (FMT), direct fire air-to-surface missile (ASM), low-collateral-damage weapon (wpn) capabilities</td>
<td>BRU-55 doubles CF188’s carrying capacity of some PGMs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited 1 PGM per wpn station</td>
<td>No FMT, direct fire ASM, low-collateral-damage wpn capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP140 has MX-20 electro-optical/infrared (EO/IR) and L-1145 BLOS, directional infrared countermeasures (DIRCM) [self-protection]</td>
<td>CP140 modernization adds many capabilities and interim beyond line of sight (iBLOS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser tracking device (LTD) / IR marker</td>
<td>Bk IV – BLOS, WGS, Link 16, DIRCM (self-protection)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MOP Strike Missions</strong></th>
<th><strong>MOP Strike Missions</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OOD/OUP flew 9,646 sorties, expended 7,642 munitions</td>
<td>OIR flew 28,283 sorties, expended 36,789 munitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCAF flew 944 sorties, 3,882 hours, expended 696 munitions</td>
<td>Target types: 31% fighting positions, 30% other, 26% buildings, 5% oil infrastructure, 5% staging areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCAF accounted for approximately 10% of all strikes</td>
<td>RCAF flew 1,378 sorties, 5,512 hours, expended 606 munitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>660 of 944 strikes were dynamic (70%)</td>
<td>RCAF accounted for approximately 2% of all strikes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MOE</strong></th>
<th><strong>MOE</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OOD/OUP 0.79 wpn/sortie</td>
<td>OIR 1.3 wpn/sortie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCAF 0.74 wpn/sortie, 5.6 hrs/wp</td>
<td>RCAF 0.44 wpn/sortie, 9.1 hrs/wp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium 0.76 wpn/sortie, 5.5 hrs/wp</td>
<td>Australia 0.74 wpn/sortie, 10.3 hrs/wp, 7.6 hrs/wp corrected for 468 nm [867 kilometres] distance from Al Minhad Air Base to Al Jaber (2 hours transit/sortie further than the RCAF)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Targeting Lessons Identified</strong></th>
<th><strong>Targeting Lessons Identified</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Callback to CEFCOM for targeting approval not feasible</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OP IMPACT

In 2014, the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant’s (ISIL’s) rapid advance across Iraq and Syria and the ineffectiveness of Iraqi Security Forces (ISF) in stopping them caught the international community off guard. ISIL’s brutal actions of converting or killing non-Sunni populations in its goal of establishing an Islamic caliphate have displaced millions in the region and threatened regional and international security. On 7 August 2014, President Barack Obama authorized targeted military intervention in Iraq to halt the advance of and degrade ISIL.

Op IMPACT initially included the deployment of six CF188s and two CP140 aircraft to support the US-led coalition by conducting air strikes in Iraq and Syria from 30 October 2014 to 15 February 2016. Unlike Op MOBILE, the deployment of CAF assets into theatre was well paced and deliberate. The RCAF ATF construct was more mature, and the ATF commander was separated from the targeting process, as learned following the Libya operation.

Operating Environment

During the period that CAF was conducting air strikes, the operating environment for air operations in Iraq and Syria can be characterized as permissive and fairly static in terms of ground operations. Coalition joint fires and ISF/Peshmerga security force integration was well established, and there was an abundance of ISR assets. Air operations were controlled via United States Air Forces Central Command (USAFCENT) in Shaw Air Force Base, South Carolina, and the 609th AOC in Al Udeid Air Base, Qatar. USAFCENT had robust targeting capabilities, an ISR division and command support.

In terms of air threat to coalition operations, ISIL’s capabilities were limited. Although Syrian pro-government forces had an established air defence system, they employed it passively, never attempting to interfere with coalition operations. On 30 September 2015, Russian forces deployed to Syria to support Bashar al-Assad’s government. The US chose not to cooperate with Russian forces but, rather, deconflicted from them and established a memorandum of understanding.

The coalition was successful in initially stopping ISIL’s advance across Iraq in Syria, allowing ISF and Peshmerga security forces time to regroup and build capacity. By the end of Op IMPACT, the Peshmerga had made advances towards the ISIL-held city of Mosul and ISF had made gains in Ramadi and south west Iraq. Coalition advisors, including CAF special operating forces aiding Peshmerga forces in Erbil, improved coalition understanding of the ground situation and coordination of joint fires.

From the commencement of operations until the end of 2015, the coalition conducted 11,648 ISR sorties in comparison to 27,704 strike sorties. These ISR assets were effectively controlled and coordinated by a robust and capable CAOC in Al Udeid with support from USAFCENT in Shaw Air Force Base. The large number of ISR assets allowed the coalition to develop targets and support ground operations much more effectively than was possible with the limited ISR and ground integration during OUP.
**CAF Targeting Capabilities**

In the years following Op MOBILE, CAF had made concerted efforts to institutionalize targeting by establishing a strategic working group and J3 targeting cell within CJOC. Progress in developing a strategic targeting directive (STD) and targeting training was fairly complete prior to Op IMPACT; however, they continued to evolve during the operation.\(^5\)

Although CAF has ceased its kinetic air mission in Iraq, OIR is an ongoing operation, thus limiting the level of detail that can be discussed. Therefore, targeting will be discussed doctrinally with the understanding that operations will deviate and adapt to the requirement of the OE. In an air operation, all joint fires are approved by the target engagement authority (TEA) and coordinated with ground forces via JTACs and tactical control air parties within fires cells of ground units.\(^6\)

In OIR, joint fires are coordinated with ISF as well as tribal and Peshmerga forces by embedding specially trained advisors. “U.S. advisors have been embedded in various Iraqi headquarters in an effort to identify requirements for air support and pass them to the Combined Air Operations Center in Qatar, which is overseeing the air campaign.”\(^7\)

For non-US aircraft, the additional strike-approval step of RCH approval is required for all strikes (deliberate, dynamic or CAS). Although the coalition uses the RCH term, CAF has opted to use the TEA term within CAF targeting policy. Each CAF TEA team is comprised of a TEA, who is supported by a LEGAD and an intelligence officer.\(^8\)

The Canadian TEA teams that deployed initially to Op IMPACT received limited training with CJOC staff, subject matter experts and former RCHs. Although there were growing pains with the newly drafted targeting directives, the TEA teams were more prepared than their counterparts in Op MOBILE. Similarly to Op MOBILE, the TEA’s targeting authorities were initially limited. During the course of the deployment, it became obvious to the TEA teams that the imposed limitations were unfavourable to their effective execution; they lobbied on several occasions for clarification of targeting directives and ROE and requested changes to targeting authorities, as their understanding of the operation developed. Along with the targeting directives came an extensive target-reporting system absent from Op MOBILE. Although necessary for accountability, there was duplication of information between coalition targeting packages, the target summary sheet completed by the TEA and separate LEGAD reporting. CJOC staff had more targeting expertise than during Op MOBILE; however, it had limited organic air operations and fighter expertise.\(^9\)

The lesson from Op MOBILE in separating the ATF commander and TEA was implemented; however, the ATF and joint task force (JTF) commanders were not located in the CAOC. This resulted in the two TEAs, a lieutenant-colonel and major, being the most senior CAF Op IMPACT representatives within the CAOC. Visa difficulties, working space and sustainment of senior officers were reasons cited for not placing a higher-ranked officer in the CAOC. Consideration should, thus, be made for future air operations, as significant high-level discussions about coalition air operations are conducted in the CAOC.\(^10\)

As with Op MOBILE, each TEA described the challenges in getting approval when the target or ROE did not fall within their authority, especially dynamically. This resulted in passing on several targets or waiting until the situation became desperate enough that the strike could be conducted under self-defence. A cursory look at the types of targets CAF struck compared to the coalition (see Figure 3) shows that most strikes were against targets associated with combat engagement and CAS where self-defence situations would be likely.\(^11\)
During Op MOBILE, each RCH interviewed described infrequent occasions when the LEGAD and RCH disagreed on the validity of a target, and the RCH made an operational decision based on their best judgement under the authority delegated as a military commander. Without going into specifics, the freedom of an Op IMPACT TEA to make a military decision outside of the consensus of the entire TEA team was limited, resulting in a policy of decision making by committee.

On the few occasions where the TEA could consult CJOC for strike approval, it was questionable what added benefit, in terms of decision-making support, was gained. The CJOC team’s unfamiliarity with the current ground situation, complicated and changing targeting directives as well as complex air weapons effects and CDE methodology often led to long discussions, with the TEA explaining complex factors in layman’s terms. It would be disingenuous to criticize the intentions or professionalism of the CJOC staff; nonetheless, they did not have access to all of the expertise, resources and information nascent within the COAC. LGen Bouchard sums this up well, “Commanders must be given appropriate levels of responsibility to make decisions … if you don’t have confidence in them, you did not train them effectively … stop trying to run an operation with a 5,000 mile [8,047 kilometre] screwdriver from Ottawa.”

**RCAF Air Power Capabilities**

Since Op MOBILE, the CF188 had improved capabilities in both self-protection and weapons with the introduction of the GBU-49 and BRU-55 bomb rack. Despite lacking a direct-fire capability and low-collateral-damage weapons, the CF188 was well suited for the operation and more capable in terms of weapon payload, guidance and fusing options, allowing flexibility against a greater
range of targets. The Block III CP140 modernization was a more extensive improvement in ISR capabilities, adding an interim-BLOS capability that allowed ISR integration with the CAOC.\textsuperscript{67}

**Measures of Performance and Effectiveness**

It would be expected that CAF performance and effectiveness would improve or, at a minimum, be on par with the coalition, given the contrast in limitations and restraints in the OE, targeting capabilities and air power capabilities from Op MOBILE to Op IMPACT; however, that was not the case. The CF188 flew 1,378 sorties, 5,512 hours and expended 606 munitions accounting for approximately 2\% of all strikes (OIR total was 28,283 sorties and 36,769 munitions).\textsuperscript{68}

The coalition achieved a 1.3 wpn/sortie. The RCAF’s rates of 0.44 wpn/sortie and 9.1 hrs/wpn were significantly less and half as effective as they were during Op MOBILE. Direct comparison of these generic statistics with the coalition is problematic because some capabilities are not comparable. For instance, unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) with long loiter time and low-collateral-damage weapons have more employment opportunities; as well, approximately seven B-1B bombers are capable of delivering the same amount of ordnance that was employed by the RCAF during the entire operation.\textsuperscript{69} However, examining the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) statistics is worthwhile for comparison. Matched with very similar capabilities and targeting directives as the RCAF, the RAAF achieved a 0.74 wpn/sortie rate and 10.3 hrs/wpn or 7.6 hrs/wpn corrected for 468 nautical miles (nm) [867 kilometre] distance from Al Minhad Air Base to Al Jaber (2 hours transit/sortie further than the RCAF).\textsuperscript{70} It is fully acknowledged that a greater detail of analysis for this discrepancy may offer other explanations; however, the most obvious seems to be targeting authority.

**EFFECTIVENESS OF AIR POWER TARGETING AND EMPLOYMENT**

*Talent and genius operate outside the rules, and theory conflicts with practice.*\textsuperscript{71}

– Carl von Clausewitz

Targeting must be command-led by competent leaders empowered with the appropriate levels of authority and responsibility to be effective. Air power must be given an appropriate level of flexibility in tactical execution to take full advantage of its capabilities. These two factors are the primary reasons why CAF was less effective targeting with air power during Op IMPACT and can first be illustrated using the Pigeau and McCann Competency, Authority and Responsibility (CAR) Model of Command. The model’s Balanced Command Envelope shows that during the later stages of Op MOBILE, targeting policies placed the RCHs and aircrew inside balanced command, while policies during Op IMPACT placed the TEAs in the region of ineffectual command and overall effectiveness suffered.

The competency dimension of Pigeau and McCann’s CAR model can be adapted to evaluate the RCH or TEA’s ability to make competent decisions based on their working environment and available resources.\textsuperscript{72} The competencies of the RCHs and TEAs are similar in terms of experience and knowledge of fighter operations; however, the TEAs deployed during Op IMPACT had an advantage in additional training and access to more resources, including intelligence and targeting support from the robust and capable CAOC. Highly integrated with friendly ground forces and having an abundance of ISR assets ensured the TEAs in Op IMPACT were well positioned to make competent decisions.
Pigeau and McCann describe authority as command’s domain of influence: the degree to which a commander is empowered to act. TEAs in Op IMPACT did not have as much authority as the RCHs in Op MOBILE or many of the other RCHs of the coalition in Iraq. There are two arguments made by CJOC Chief of Joint Targeting and Effects for this reason: The first being that the authority level was commensurate with appropriate risk against collateral damage and civilian casualties (CIVCAS). The second, Op MOBILE was commanded by a Canadian commander, and as such, his authority in directing targeting was deemed appropriate, therefore air power could take more of an execution mindset.

OOD/OUP “designed a ‘zero CIVCAS’ framework that translated into the highest level of protection of civilians, property, and civilian infrastructure” and was the first air operation to use 100% PGM. Conversely, USAFCENT Commander, Lieutenant General Charles Brown, has stated that OIR is the “most precise air campaign in history.” An interim OIR report from the Washington Institute dated 13 January 2015 speaks to the importance of restraint on the cohesion of the coalition:

The manner in which the campaign has been conducted has also been important. Coalition air operations have been carried out with an extremely high degree of precision and restraint. Thus far, reliable claims of civilian casualties—approximately fifty each in Iraq and Syria—are very low considering the number of weapons delivered. … This restraint has likely decreased the damage inflicted on ISIS [Islamic State of Iraq and Syria], but it has also paid huge dividends in assembling a broad coalition …

The importance of CIVCAS and collateral-damage avoidance was equal for both operations, and all targeting decisions made in OIR have this in mind. It would not be in the best interest of the US to put a coalition member in a possible CIVCAS situation, as it would threaten the coalition’s cohesion. Implementing restrictive CAF targeting policies to mitigate risk against a zero CIVCAS framework is unnecessarily restrictive and impacts effectiveness as shown by the poor wpn/sortie ratio. The very low number of CIVCAS occasions by a coalition that employed 60 times more ordnance speaks to the effectiveness of the existing framework. CIVCAS can never be fully mitigated in an operation like OIR, and it is impossible to measure how many instances of CIVCAS were avoided by more restrictions. However, weapon employment rates and credibility are the casualties of caveats. Further, restricting strike authority until ground forces are put in a dangerous situation where self-defence ROE must be employed is bad policy. Ultimately, these restrictions actually had the intended effect and damaged coalition cohesion.

The suggestion that LGen Bouchard was making decisions for Canadian targeting is flawed because he was acting as the NATO Commander, thus making deliberate targeting decisions for the theatre. It may have been convenient that he was Canadian; however, he was not located in the CAOC, hence the reason CAF deployed RCHs to execute air power targeting. In discussions with the author, LGen Bouchard described his role in approving all deliberate targets and allowing the CFAC to execute air power strikes and dynamic targeting stating: “I refused to have a Predator feed in my headquarters because that was not my job, I had a large map and thought about the bigger picture … anything that could affect the coalition … the cohesion of the coalition was our centre of gravity.” LGen Bouchard also described his actions in stopping unnecessary target filtering by other agencies such as the CFAC or airborne warning and control system against targets he approved; however, he acknowledged that each nation should “have the right to refuse targets.”
The CAR model divides responsibility into two parts: extrinsic and intrinsic. Extrinsic responsibility is associated with personal and legal authority and is the degree to which an individual feels accountable up and down the chain of command, while intrinsic responsibility, simply stated, is a function of resolve and motivation. RCHs and TEAs both had an extraordinary level of responsibility authorizing air strikes on behalf of the government of Canada.

The Pigeau and McCann CAR model (see Figure 4) can be expressed in three-dimensional space to represent the region of balanced command. The red star represents the region of command RCHs achieved near the end of Op MOBILE. It shows that they had the appropriate amount of authority and responsibility commensurate with their high level of competency. The white star represents the command assessment of the TEAs during Op IMPACT. It shows that the lower level of authority put them in the region of command that Pigeau and McCann describe as ineffectual command.

![Figure 4. CAR representation of RCH and TEA during Op MOBILE and Op IMPACT](image)

The second reason why targeting effectiveness impaired combat execution was because a targeting process rather than a doctrinal joint fire support (JFS) construct was used to conduct CAS by non-US nations. This presents a difficult problem, as there are a number of good reasons why this was appropriate for the OE; however, it is important to understand the consequences of this construct in future air operations or if the OE changes. First, the context of what is meant by targeting and its role in supporting joint fires will be discussed. Targeting in its simplest form is a selection process. US doctrine defines joint targeting as “a fundamental task of the fires function” its purpose is to:

- integrate and synchronize fires into joint operations. Targeting is the process of selecting and prioritizing targets and matching the appropriate response to them, considering operational requirements and capabilities.
- Targeting also supports the process of linking the desired effects of fires to actions and tasks at the joint force component level.

Although intrinsically linked to joint fires, targeting is a separate task that enables joint fires by selecting targets and matching capabilities to achieve desired effects. Targeting doctrine conveniently categorizes targeting as deliberate or dynamic based on time and necessity to act; however, excluded from this process—but in the spectrum of necessity to act with force—is combat engagement and self-defence. An effective joint fires and JFS system is intrinsic to joint combat operations.
CAS, the predominant mission during OIR, was executed as dynamic targeting for coalition aircraft. The RCHs or TEAs would receive a brief by a fires team under the authority of a US TEA to strike a target and authorize a strike if it met national caveats. However, CAS is not found on the joint targeting cycle in Figure 1 because it is combat engagement and part of the JFS system in order to support the ground commander’s intent. OIR is unique because the OE is permissive and static, communications with the CAOC and fires cell is very effective and, most importantly, there are no coalition troops in harm’s way. It would not be appropriate from a risk-mitigation point of view to delegate CAF CAS strike approval to the cockpit given these factors; however, this would be different under other circumstances. The key takeaway is that CAS is not normally part of targeting, and future planners and commanders should understand that deviating from doctrine will affect tactical execution and effectiveness.

CONCLUSION

Operational assessment of targeting with air power during Op MOBILE and Op IMPACT has demonstrated how important targeting policies and doctrine are to effectively achieve desired effects. Lessons in targeting during Op MOBILE resulted in significant efforts to develop targeting capabilities. Although originating from the well-intentioned desire to adopt a linear, accountable and systematic decision-making process to manage risk, the unintended result established during Op IMPACT was a restrictive system encumbered by a bureaucratic process that promoted inefficient command as described by the Pigeau and McCann Balanced Command Envelope. Executing CAS via a dynamic targeting process rather than as combat engagement within the JFS doctrine introduces inefficiencies; however, depending on the OE, it may be appropriate. These policies had ripple effects down to tactical execution of air power and directly impacted combat effectiveness in achieving desired effects.

Excess caveats in a mitigated framework unnecessarily degrade effectiveness and credibility, resulting in an uneven distribution of risk among the coalition and ground forces. Targeting must be command-led by competent leaders empowered with the appropriate level of authority and responsibility to be effective. Air power must be given an appropriate level of flexibility in tactical execution to take full advantage of its capabilities, provided that the OE is properly evaluated in terms of risk versus effectiveness. Strategic planners and leaders must understand that imposing restrictions on targeting or attempting to make targeting decisions from the national capital is ineffective in mitigating risk and ultimately results in decreased combat effectiveness with the undesired second-order effect of damaging credibility and coalition cohesion.

Lieutenant-Colonel Jared “Skitzo” Penney is a CF188 pilot with a Master of Defence Studies from the Royal Military College of Canada and considerable fighter experience. He has completed four operational fighter tours, including an exchange with the United States Marine Corps before heading the Air-Land Integration Cell in Kingston. He has combat experience in Iraq from August 2008 to December 2008, Libya from March 2011 to May 2011 and Qatar from October 2014 to April 2015. Having graduated from the Joint Command and Staff Programme, he took command of 3 Wing Operations in Bagotville, Quebec, in 2016.
ABBREVIATIONS

ACO    airspace control order
ALLOREQ allocation request
AOC    Air and Space Operations Center
AOD    air operations directive
ASM    air-to-surface missile
ATF    air task force
ATO    air tasking order
BLOS   beyond line of sight capability to transmit mission data (including full motion video)
CAF    Canadian Armed Forces
CAOC   combined air operations centre
CAR    Competency, Authority and Responsibility
CAS    close air support
CD     Canadian Forces Decoration
CDE    collateral damage estimate
CEFCOM Canada Expeditionary Force Command
CFAC   combined force air component
CFJP   Canadian Forces Joint Publication
CIVCAS civilian casualties
CJOC   Canadian Joint Operations Command
CMM    Commander of the Order of Military Merit
DIRCM  directional infrared countermeasures
DND    Department of National Defence
EPWII  Enhanced Paveway II, GBU-49 is a dual-mode PGM both laser and GPS guided
ESM    electronic support measures (radar warning system / signals intelligence [SIGINT])
FMT    fast-moving target
GPS    global positioning system
hrs/wpn flight hours per weapon expended
IAM    inertial-aided munition (i.e., GBU-38)
IR     infrared
ISF    Iraqi Security Forces
ISIL   Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant
ISR    intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance
JAOP   joint air operation plan
JDAM   joint direct attack munition (IAM with GPS guidance i.e., GBU-38)
JDN    Joint Doctrine Note
JFC    joint force commander
JFS    joint fire support
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JIPTL</td>
<td>joint integrated prioritized target list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JTAC</td>
<td>joint terminal attack controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JP</td>
<td>Joint Publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JTCB</td>
<td>joint targeting coordination board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEGAD</td>
<td>legal advisor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGB</td>
<td>laser-guided bomb (i.e., GBU-12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGen</td>
<td>lieutenant-general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTD</td>
<td>laser tracking device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAPP</td>
<td>master air attack plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOE</td>
<td>measure of effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOP</td>
<td>measure of performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSC</td>
<td>Meritorious Service Cross</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSM</td>
<td>Meritorious Service Medal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO</td>
<td>North Atlantic Treaty Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nm</td>
<td>nautical mile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OC</td>
<td>Officer of the Order of Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OE</td>
<td>operational environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIR</td>
<td>Operation INHERENT RESOLVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OOD</td>
<td>Operation ODYSSEY DAWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Op</td>
<td>operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPP</td>
<td>operations planning process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUP</td>
<td>Operation UNIFIED PROTECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGM</td>
<td>precision-guided munition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAAF</td>
<td>Royal Australian Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCAF</td>
<td>Royal Canadian Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCH</td>
<td>red card holder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROE</td>
<td>rules of engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAM</td>
<td>surface-to-air missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCAR</td>
<td>strike coordination and armed reconnaissance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOF</td>
<td>special operations forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SORTIE/ALLOT</td>
<td>sortie allotment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPINS</td>
<td>special instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEA</td>
<td>target engagement authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TET</td>
<td>targeting effect team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TST</td>
<td>time-sensitive target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAFCENT</td>
<td>United States Air Forces Central Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGS</td>
<td>World Geodetic System (reference coordinate system)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wpn</td>
<td>weapon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wpn/sortie</td>
<td>weapon per sortie</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Cyber Warfare Schools of Thought: Bridging the Epistemological/Ontological Divide, Part 2

By Lieutenant-Colonel P. E. C. Martin, CD, MDS, MASC
Editor’s note: Part 1 of this article examined the Conservative school of thought and introduced the Revolutionary Materialist school of thought in the summer 2016 issue of the Royal Canadian Air Force Journal. Part 2 completes the review of the Revolutionary Materialist school of thought and then turns to the Liberal Materialist school of thought.

A NEW ERA OF WARFARE

In order to emphasize the revolutionary nature of an era, Revolutionaries tend to propose new categories of emerging warfare and associated conceptual language. Wayne Hall discusses “Knowledge War,” which he describes as “an intense competition for valuable information and knowledge that both sides need for making better decisions faster than the adversary.” In this, there is an obvious linkage between this concept and the thinking of Colonel John Boyd and his Observe, Orient, Decide and Act (OODA) Loop. The goal of knowledge warfare is to find and “sustain decision dominance, which leads to an overall advantage in decision making and results in a triumph of will by one side or the other.” Hall argues that technology produces three specific features which enable the generation of knowledge warfare. First, the inter-relations between social, economic, and political systems create a “world tapestry of systems.” This tapestry enables second- and third-order effects to be created by pulling on the threads of this tapestry, even from a distance. Second, “truth” has increasingly become a relative variable, rather than an absolute one. As such, this opens up many paths to consider what constitutes the “proper” course of action. While this certainly raises the spectre of anarchy and relativism, it also frees individual decision makers from “dogmatic thinking,” opening up new paths for creative problem solving. Finally, technology unites these two aspects together and reflexively speeds up the process as it advances in capability. “Victory in future conflicts will go to the side whose leaders make the best use of knowledge to make the most effective and, in some cases, quickest decisions.” Thus, knowledge leads to better decisions, resulting in rapid actions generating political effects, which in turn influence the will of the enemy to continue engaging in conflict.

Irrespective of whether they discuss novel forms of warfare that will emerge in this new era, Revolutionaries tend to emphasize the opportunities for manoeuvre that emerge with cyber warfare. Winn Schwartau argues that cyber offers “subtlety” in achieving strategic goals, a better way to reach them without the chaos and bloodshed of kinetic operations. The goals of “information warriors” are to steal information in order to turn it against their opponents; to modify information in order to instill fear or embarrass them; to destroy information outright to deny its use; and, only finally, to destroy information infrastructure, so as to put the method for transmitting information out of commission. Hall echoes this emphasis on manoeuvre in his writings as well. Information warfare is linked to asymmetric warfare in its emphasis on affecting and influencing behaviour as opposed to movement and control of terrain and the destruction of objects on that terrain. Hall cites Sun Tzu, a theorist of revolutionary concepts, arguing that the real terrain of battle lies in the minds of humans and manoeuvre involves the manipulation of knowledge and the psyches of human beings as central to this modality of warfare. Influenced by Sun Tzu’s writings on offensive strategy, “those skilled in war subdue the enemy’s army without battle,” Jeffrey Carr offers a definition for cyber warfare that captures its indirect nature along with the sophistication of Sun Tzu inspired strategy: “Cyber Warfare is the art and science of fighting without fighting, of defeating an opponent without spilling their blood.”

John Arquilla and David Ronfeldt are two of the most prominent Revolutionary writers in the canon. Since their seminal piece Cyberwar is Coming they have published numerous works examining the impact of modern information technology (IT) on contemporary conflict.
Both were among the first to use the term *cyberwar* as a conceptual tool as well as developing a civil-oriented term, *netwar* to describe non-military use of information weaponry. Both concepts attempt to create similar conditions: interference in “what a target population knows or thinks it knows about itself and the world around it.” Netwar is aimed at elite and public opinions and works through the use of propaganda, subversion, deception and interference with the media. Cyberwar, on the other hand, while similar in nature, focuses solely on military use of these vectors to alter “the ‘balance of information and knowledge’ in one’s favour, especially if the balance of forces is not.” Both concepts seek to take advantages of the technological affordances of IT to lower the entry costs of these activities: as less capital and labour is necessary to initiate this type of activity, smaller, less well-resourced, decentralized and agile groups are able to take on larger, centralized and static institutions. Arquilla and Ronfeldt share ideas similar to Hall’s Knowledge War, in that they argue that actors involved in netwar aim to “confound people’s fundamental beliefs about the nature of their culture, society, and government, partly to foment fear, but mainly to disorient people and unhinge their perceptions.” Thus, “Epistemological War” structurally challenges an organization by raising fundamental questions as to whose responsibility it is to respond and what missions are necessary to undertake: “When roles and missions of defenders are not easily defined, both deterrence and defence become problematic.”

Following from their netwar concept, Arquilla and Ronfeldt discuss the spread of social conflict onto the Internet and how cyberwar manoeuvre also takes place in terms of the actors who are introduced to this new battlespace. Small communities of interest now have the ability to confront states more aggressively. Netwar enables non-state actors, non-governmental organizations, other militant social activists and even states pursuing limited objectives with limited means to attack policy problems. The recent activities of Anonymous (which has targeted states, corporations and other interest groups) provide an obvious example of this effect, however, so do the Tea Party and Occupy Wall Street movements in the United States (US) as well as certain aspects of the Arab Spring. However, illegitimate actors may also participate and may ultimately form the principal drivers for this form of activity. Carr notes that “cyber-crime is the lab where malicious payloads and exploits used in cyber warfare are developed, tested and refined.” All this points to a more fluid operational environment where the lowered entry costs to strategic competition between social groups lends agency to groups that have traditionally had more limited opportunities to participate. In effect, the growth of strategic capability on the part of these new actors has increased the manoeuvre space available to these groups and further complicated the military operating environment for more traditional strategic actors.

Arquilla and Ronfeldt are firmly in the Revolutionary camp with these concepts. They argue that both cyberwar and netwar are waypoints towards a new post-industrial era because the age of attrition is coming to an end and that military forces may not even need to be engaged in order to achieve victory. Arquilla and Ronfeldt state:

> The emergence of Netwar [and cyberwar for that matter] implies a need to rethink strategy and doctrine, since traditional notions of war as a sequential process based on massing, maneuvering and fighting will likely prove inadequate to cope with a non-linear landscape of conflict in which societal and military elements are closely intermingled.

Greg Rattray introduces the concept of strategic information warfare (SIW), which describes “efforts to defeat opponents through attacks on centers of gravity without fighting fielded military forces.” Similar to Arquilla and Ronfeldt’s netwar, SIW targets the opponent’s will to fight as well as their ability to carry on normal economic routines and command fielded forces.
The Revolutionary perspective on this emerging cyber environment is also of a particular character. Revolutionaries tend to be deterministic in their outlook on the impact of technology on the strategic environment. For Schwartau, the technological environment of IT is the source of cyberwar. Networks’ ability to defy borders, their utility in the spread of information (enabling all to weigh their local circumstances against conditions elsewhere), the clean and bloodless nature of cyberwar and the low risks of action versus the high payoffs for success, all motivate consideration of it as a strategic vector for influencing others. Because, in general, high technology is poorly understood, yet still highly relied upon, fear of the unknown means that cyber events will generate a significant amount of fear. Last, Schwartau concludes that cyberwar will take place simply because it can. In other words, technology is an anarchic free force that will sweep all before it.

Richard Clarke focuses on the actual design of the Internet as a causative factor in the appearance of cyberwar. Noting that the Internet was designed to share information, not for security, Clarke notes that features such as the Domain Name System, the Internet’s addressing system, is easily spoofed, as is the routing system, the Border Gateway Protocol. Internet reliance on open and unencrypted software allows any with the will to reprogram and interfere with the system; indeed, its decentralized design with a lack of centralized control measures is often the excuse for facilitating systematic anarchy which facilitates bad behaviour. The same technological features also create a first-strike incentive for those considering cyberwar attacks. A cyberwar attack to an offensively minded group offers several advantages: speed of attack, anonymity, the difficulty to deter such attacks as well as the continued secrecy with which cyber events are treated by governments and corporations. Given such overwhelmingly positive incentives to conduct cyberwar strikes, cyber-capable groups are left without any need to reflect on the possible repercussions of such an act.

Arquilla and Ronfeldt also discuss technology in a deterministic fashion. IT disrupts and erodes hierarchies, by diffusing and redistributing power, crossing borders, expanding spatial and temporal horizons as well as opening closed systems. Arquilla and Ronfeldt state: “The information revolution favors the growth of such networks by making it possible for diverse, dispersed actors to communicate, consult, coordinate, and operate together across greater distances and on the basis of more and better information than ever before.” These conditions allow “swarming” actions to occur, when dispersed nodes converge on a target or issue area from multiple directions in a sustained pulse of activity. Nodes coalesce rapidly and stealthily; once the task is completed, they disengage and re-disperse, and then ready themselves for the next pulse. This is viewed as being considerably different from typical mass and manoeuvre of conventional military operations. As they put it:

The information revolution favors and strengthens network forms of organization, while making life difficult for hierarchical forms. The rise of network forms of organization … is one of the single most important effects of the information revolution for all realms: political, economic, social, and military. It means that power is migrating to small, nonstate actors who can organize into sprawling networks more readily than can traditionally hierarchical nation-state actors. It means that conflicts will increasingly be waged by “networks,” rather than by “hierarchies.” It means that whoever masters the network form stands to gain major advantages in the new epoch.

Along with opening up strategic agency at the organizational and operational levels, technology also blurs conventional concepts for structuring cognitive understanding of the battlespace. Thus, offence and defence are blurred to the extent where it becomes “difficult to distinguish between...
attacking and defending actions. Similar sorts of problems can be seen in the difficulty of determining who is undertaking the action and what their motivations for it are. Thus, simple “hacking” becomes conflated with cybercrime and ultimately with cyberwar itself, as the only thing that distinguishes these activities from one another is the motivation which lies behind it. This in turn complicates the ability of the state to respond to these actions. Arquilla and Ronfeldt argue:

[nation-state] sovereignty and authority are usually exercised through bureaucracies in which issues and problems can be sliced up and specific offices can be charged with taking care of specific problems. In netwar, things are rarely so clear. A protagonist is likely to operate in the cracks and gray areas of a society, striking where lines of authority crisscross and the operational paradigms of politicians, officials, soldiers, police officers, and related actors get fuzzy and clash.

**CYBER VULNERABILITIES WITH INTEGRATED MILITARY HARDWARE**

Science-fiction writers and Revolutionaries are fascinated with the vulnerabilities that come with a society that is completely dependent on the information and services that support their basic existence. Less advanced adversaries need not look to direct military confrontation, as indirect approaches can negate the technological advantages of superior military capabilities that are dependent on technology to be effective at war. Furthermore, globalization of electronics manufacturing has opened the door to foreign interests to embed covert code or leave the hardware open to external commands/influence by adversarial groups or nations. The majority of the electronic component fabrication occurs outside continental North America, leaving the US [and Canadian] defence industry significantly vulnerable to cyberattacks.

Revolutionaries draw on visionary scenarios to articulate the impact of cyber vulnerabilities by considering futuristic “most dangerous” courses of action that lead to defeat of a force. One science-fiction scenario that captures the essence of potential cyber vulnerabilities involves the Borg from the television series *Star Trek: The Next Generation*. Despite the advantages posed by the interconnected nature of the Borg society, their highly integrated being becomes their greatest point of vulnerability. In the episode “The Best of Both Worlds: Part 2,” the crew of the *Enterprise* was able to defeat the more powerful Borg adversary by hacking into an unprotected portion of the Borg network and injecting a command that put all the Borg personnel to sleep. The Revolutionary lesson from this scenario is that legitimate system commands may be leveraged by hackers to neutralize a highly sophisticated weapon platform.

As mentioned in the introduction, the potential cyber vulnerability specific to the F-35 fighter aircraft lies in the Autonomic Logistics Information System (ALIS) and its control over aircraft functions. The concerns/fears of defence officials relates to the potential that adversaries will find a way to compromise/exploit the F-35’s ALIS and ground the plane or take control away from the pilot to operate the fighter aircraft. A Revolutionist scenario that envisioned similar cyber vulnerabilities in fighter aircraft occurred during the first episode of the 2003 *Battlestar Galactica* miniseries. In the episode, Cylon forces leverage an electronic jamming exploit during their assault to completely neutralize all the computer systems aboard their adversary’s seventh-generation Viper fighter spacecraft. In this scenario, the antiquated and lower-tech military platforms operating with closed computer systems such as the Mark 2 Viper were immune from the cyber “kill switch” vulnerability. Such Revolutionist scenarios highlight the potential for concern when employing sophisticated military hardware such as the fifth-generation F-35.
To the members of the Conservative school, referencing science fiction to highlight the concept of a military cyber kill switch does not instill confidence that the concept has any merit. On the other hand, Revolutionaries are able to contemplate possible future outcomes in military affairs without mental restrictions. Conservatives may have doubted the possibility of a military cyber kill switch until the details of the 2007 Israeli Operation ORCHARD were made public. During Operation ORCHARD, the Israeli Air Force performed air strikes on a suspected nuclear reactor in Syria without alerting the Syrians to their location or triggering any air-defence capabilities. The cyber significance of this operation relates to the Israeli Defence Forces’ ability to completely suppress the Syrian air defences through cyber and not kinetic techniques. The Israeli Defence Forces employed airborne network-attack technology to take control of the Syrian defence network and subsequently activate a secret kill switch that neutralized the system. The existence of a cyber kill switch for networked military capabilities is no longer the domain of Revolutionary visionaries but a cold hard threat for Conservatives to consider and Liberal Materialists to manage. The cyber kill switch is yet another example of a technological concept that was forecasted by revolutionary science fiction several years before becoming reality in the public domain.

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter considered Revolutionary Materialist perspectives within the cyber warfare schools of thought schema. Revolutionary Materialists are forward-looking visionaries that consider possible future outcomes to better understand the implications of technological changes on society. The Revolutionary approach considers the “most dangerous” trend of technological changes to better develop strategies and responses. While this approach raises the spectre of anarchy and relativism, it also frees individual decision makers from “dogmatic thinking,” opening up new paths for creative problem solving. It is the basic belief of Revolutionaries that cyber technology has profoundly altered the praxis if not the nature of warfare. Influenced by luminary writers such as Author C. Clarke and Marshall McLuhan, Revolutionaries employ technologically influenced scenarios to articulate the complex concepts in relatable terms. Revolutionaries “prepare people to accept the future without pain and to encourage a flexibility of mind.”

The most materialists of the schools of thought schema, Revolutionaries focus on the affordances offered by cyber capabilities and the impact of technology on humanity. In terms of cyber warfare, Revolutionaries are manoeuvrist warfare advocates emphasizing the advantages of adopting irregular approaches to attacking adversaries’ critical vulnerabilities. To Revolutionaries, cyberspace is the “new high ground” from which to exert strategic power. This new high ground also erodes classical hierarchies of control and offers strategic power to non-traditional non-state ideologically inspired groups with cyber exploitation skills. The most dangerous outcomes facing society are cyber-skilled state and non-state actors launching paralysing electronic Pearl Harbors (EPHs) or kill-switch exploitations on key capabilities.

With implications of humanity becoming fully integrated with technology to enhance humankind, the highly technologic agency of the Revolutionary school professes profound changes to the conduct of warfare. Current discussions of cybernetic implants and lethal autonomous weapons offer a certain
degree of credibility to the visionary epistemological approach to understanding the implications on humanity. Interestingly, bold Revolutionary visions eventually turn out to be humorously “conservative” as the products of invention and discovery become common place in society.

In the next chapter, this paper explores the fundamental characteristics of the Liberal Materialist school of thought. Liberal Materialists represent the middle ground perspective on the school of thought spectrum. Liberal Materialists also focus on materialism but counterbalance that focus with a Conservative framework of human agency to control the effects of cyber warfare through the power of social institutions. This paper explores how Liberal Materialists leverage pragmatic thought to balance historical and futuristic perspectives to more effectively deal with managing humanity’s technologically based social issues and the implications on the praxis of warfare.

CHAPTER 4 – THE LIBERAL MATERIALIST SCHOOL OF THOUGHT

Liberalism is trust of the people tempered by prudence. Conservatism is distrust of the people tempered by fear.46

– William E. Gladstone

In many ways, the Liberal Materialist school of thought has been the least visible of the major divisions of reflection on cyber warfare. Liberals have published few manifestos on the issue of cyber warfare and generally have not attracted similar levels of attention. This is because this school of thought is the most expansive of the three, in that it devotes itself to the question of how IT is shaping our society, as opposed to strictly confining itself to the issue of cyber warfare. As such, the Liberal school is hidden within broader studies of Internet governance, privacy and the exploration of the social impact of computing technologies. Nevertheless, within these areas, specific consideration of cyber warfare is often present within these studies given the overlap of issue areas.

Like the Revolutionaries, Liberals share a thread of materialism in their thinking in that their writings emphasize how the technological context is opening up both opportunities and new dangers for individuals, organizations and states. However, Liberal writing lacks the sensationalism and scenarios found in the Revolutionary literature. As their name suggests, Liberals emphasize the agency that accompanies the growth of IT. This agency accrues to everything that IT touches, and so while individuals can take advantage of this, so too can states, non-governmental organizations and even other forms of technology. However, Liberals have little faith that this evolution in technology necessarily points towards classic “liberal” ends or results. Indeed, many argue that without effective state intervention, the results might be decidedly poor for society. Others point to new forms of policy engagement between the state and other actors in mediating these new opportunities. As such, Liberals share with the Revolutionaries that technology is changing society; however, their approach is more evolutionary than revolutionary. There is still space for the state to act in this novel environment, and not all institutions are to be swept away.

LIBERAL ISSUES

The Liberal school shares a heavy materialist focus, like the Revolutionary school. This materialism, however, is tempered by very typical liberal emphasis on issues of freedom, individuality and institutional development. Among Liberals, however, there is little confidence that IT’s effect on society will be anything but liberal. As such, there is an equally liberal emphasis on activism and engagement in order to shape technological developments in open-minded and humane directions.
Technology has a critical role in shaping society, according to the Liberal school. Significant changes in how society generally, and international society specifically, is organized stem from the global nature of contemporary digital communication technology. Because these technologies and the companies that provide communication services cross international jurisdiction, efforts to impose controls on them are inherently costly and complex. This is magnified by the growing scale of the communication facilitated by this rapidly evolving technology and the distribution of decision making beyond that of political units. All of this has required new institutions such as ICANN (Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers) and the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) in order to manage the constellations of technologies, service providers, civic society groups and states.

As many writers point out, in function, many of these developments are nothing new. What may be new in these developments is the reflexive change they cause in the interactions between technological advance and human affairs. Digital communications are eminently flexible in their tendency to be repurposed and re-appropriated by communities of interest outside the original design parameters. These successes build upon one another in a manner which ultimately directs the technology into areas not originally anticipated by the designer. As Dan Kuehl remarks, “It is the inseparable linkage of the technology, the human users, and the impact of the interconnectivity in the modern world that differentiates these kinds of information networks from earlier ones—such as the Pony Express of the 1860s—and that hints at cyberspace’s future impact.” This interaction has produced clashes between the new capabilities offered by technology and the interests of states, in particular. Mueller breaks these conflicts into four areas: intellectual property protection, cyber security, content regulation (concerning pornography, especially that related to pedophilia) and critical Internet resources (the technical security of those resources). These issues raise clear questions of cross-border jurisdiction and governance capacity. As Mueller remarks:

There is a family resemblance across each of these domains observable in the acute conflict between the capabilities of open global networking and the problem of maintaining boundaries and control. This conflict can only be resolved through changes in the existing institutions governing communication and information.

Many of the challenges posed by digital communications technology, however, have little to do with conflict between states and emerging non-state institutions. Some of the most creative vectors within cyberspace arise from criminal activity, which Ronald Deibert and Rafal Rohozinski remind us is also a form of liberation, often seeking to transcend local limitations stemming from poverty or political inequality. In both cases, however, the interest of the Liberal school of thought is to “uphold the Internet as a forum of free expression and access to information …” The objectives of this project are “shared agenda of communications security and privacy, freedom of expression, equal access, the protection of an open public domain of knowledge, and the preservation of cultural diversity.”

**MATERIALISM IN THE LIBERAL SCHOOL**

While the goals of the Liberal school are essentially humane in nature, human activity is not necessarily the only or even the most important influence on the behaviour of this medium. As Deibert and Rohozinski note, the physical structure of cyberspace “shape[s] and limit[s] notions of security and risk … the technical character of cyberspace itself is a restrictive factor that shapes the realm of the possible in ways that discourse alone cannot explain.” The spread of computers into most aspects of contemporary life has a technological basis which Manuel Castells refers to
as “informationalism.” Castells argues that informationalism forms the technological basis on which all of the possibilities of the information age are built, composed of the effects of the falling cost and rising power of microprocessors (Moore’s Law), the combinatorial effect of networking (Metcalfe’s Law) as well as the essential mutability of digital information which allows it to be effortlessly combined in new ways to produce new applications, services and information. Dorothy Denning observes that the consequence of computers in every aspect of our lives is the increasing accessibility of information. The significance of this access cannot be accurately determined given the mutability of that information. However, Denning argues that these increased opportunities to access and manipulate information cannot lead to anything other than an equally increasing opportunity to conduct information warfare.

Kuehl argues that the technological basis of cyberspace is changing how one creates information content, how one shares that content and, ultimately, how humans will interact with one another in the future. Finally, Deibert, Rohozinski and Masashi Crete-Nishihata point out that the technological basis of cyberspace will shape the character of conflict that takes place within that domain. Thus, there is a clear prerogative to control the physical infrastructure in order to effectively control the information that flows over its sinews; there will be considerable importance at both the strategic and tactical levels for denying information to opponents. The distributed nature of the medium will incite both outsourcing and “privateering” as well as globalizing any conflict. Finally, the complex nature of the medium will both create and magnify unanticipated outcomes that stem from cyber conflict.

Given the cross-cutting nature of issues arising from the governance of the Internet, it will not only be a resource for those in conflict, but also a contested space itself. Mueller’s four issue areas listed above (intellectual property protection, cyber security, content regulation and critical Internet resources) are all ones over the scope of freedom versus the need to regulate content, behaviour and access. However, Deibert and Rohozinski caution against simplifying all conflict over the Internet to a simple binary of liberation versus control. As they note, both liberation and control are socially constructed ideas, the meaning of which varies considerably depending on the political and social context in which they are discussed. Furthermore, not only are the social forces very dynamic, the technological context in which they are deployed is itself constantly changing from moment to moment, making “any portrayal of technology that highlights a single overarching characteristic biases towards either liberation or control seem fanciful.”

As such, while the Liberal school points to the critical role of technology in shaping this medium, it is equally insistent that there are no technical fixes to be had in resolving these problems. There are technical problems inherent in the distributed nature of digital technologies and those who deploy and control them, and the Internet’s inherent mutable and multifunctional nature makes it innately creative to the whims of those who use it. On top of these fundamental issues, there is the equally intrinsic problem of human conflict in general. Just as the problem of crime has historically resisted “solution” irrespective of the nature of political organization, one should not expect that the extension of traditional human conflict to cyberspace will be any more resolvable than it has been in physical space. At its heart, cyberspace and its security is a multifaceted social problem built on a strong technological foundation.

**Agency, Human or Otherwise, in Cyberspace**

The limitations of a strict materialist approach to cyberspace are evident when one considers that conflict within cyberspace is not about the technology itself, but how it is used by political actors. Kuehl links cyber warfare to earlier forms of conflict by contrasting naval and air warfare with it. Kuehl states:
A materially based view is clearly inappropriate because the issue is not controlling electrons or electromagnetic forces, but rather influencing the use of cyberspace in the same way that air or naval superiority is not about controlling molecules of air or water but rather controlling how the physical domain is used. It is a measure of effect of impact on human affairs and processes.67

Deibert and Rohozinski also compare cyberspace to other military domains, but add that while the technological context constrains human use of it, unlike sea, air, land and space, cyberspace is dependent upon human intervention in order to keep it functioning. As such, the actions of human agency affect its very constitution.68 However, elsewhere they argue that “communication technologies are neither empty vessels to be filled with products of human intent, nor forces unto themselves imbued with some kind of irresistible agency.” Rather, they are the manifestation of dynamic and evolving social forces, which when introduced, reflexively shape and direct the manner in which they will be used, but are also subject to the forces of contingency, innovation and repurposing.69 In sum, human society, individual creativity, commercial interests and technological affordances all combine together in a complex mix of influences and social dynamics to produce cyberspace. As Carl H. Builder puts it, “not all may seek or elect to exploit the emerging abundance of information, but it is there for the taking, and the power it conveys depends only on the creativity, imagination, and boldness of the individual.”70 Thus, power is there to those who are able to create and use it but it is “a tangled web of rival public and private authorities, civic associations, criminal networks and underground economies”71 as well as contingencies arising from repurposed technologies and commercial decisions that become political.72

DISTRIBUTION OF POWER

Notably then, the Liberal school places particular emphasis on the distribution of power that is being caused by digital technologies. This distributive feature is located in a variety of sources. The very nature of the contemporary communication sector facilitates much of this distributive element. For Mueller, it is located in the increasingly privatized nature of Internet governance, which is a structural response to the limitations of governments to provide for it. Four aspects dominate this march of privatization. The scale of the Internet means that no one person or body can possess complete knowledge of the overall system. Thus, local network operators are best positioned to manage the volume of activity. The rapid advance of technology makes it difficult for the rationalized bureaucracies of modern states to keep pace in terms of both human and capital resources. Again, those with specialized technological know-how are best positioned to provide advice on implementing technologies and management policies. Further, the same rationalized jurisdictions of government bureaucracies makes them poor actors in a policy arena where the issues cross all manner of jurisdictional and policy boundaries. Finally, governments are bound by codes of conduct which private actors are not, thus making them perfect proxies to accomplish what governments otherwise cannot.73

Another effect of the increasing computerization of contemporary society is the growth in pure data that is being stored by all manner of applications. This is easily seen in the commonality of gigabyte-sized storage devices and the arrival of terabyte-sized ones in increasing numbers. This challenge demands increasing sophistication in information processing.74 Studies conducted by Martin Hilbert at the University of Southern California’s Annenberg School for Communications and Journalism calculated in 2007 there existed over 300 exabytes75 of stored data, of which 7 per cent of the data was non-digital (paper, books, photographic prints, etc.)76 Hilbert further estimates that stored information worldwide in 2013 to be approximately 1200 exabytes with less than 2 per cent of that figure to be non-digital. “The amount of stored information grows four times faster than the world economy, while the processing power of computers grows nine times faster.”77
Military organizations are also not averse to the challenges presented by big data and the sheer volume of data and information that must be effectively filtered and analysed when conducting modern-day operations. In 2008, the Canadian Forces Concept of Fusion paper remarked:

In order to conduct effective military operations, commanders and respective staffs continually need to understand and accurately predict changes in their battle-space. This means military decision makers need to be able to perceive their environment or battle-space, comprehend their environment, and make projections about the changes that will take place in their environment in order to achieve Situation Awareness (SA). The fundamental challenge facing military decision makers is the selective absorption of pertinent information from numerous and complex sources to efficiently achieve comprehensive SA.\(^78\)

The Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) concept of “fusion” proposed the creation of an automated service by which volumes of “various sources and types of information can be combined to enable commanders and staffs to generate a more informed, coherent ‘view’ of operational activities that supports their decision-making process.”\(^79\) The sought algorithm/service to enable information fusion would employ predictive techniques for big data to propose which sources of information were pertinent for commanders and staffs to develop more profound knowledge and understanding of a particular situation as it unfolds. The “dark side” of such a service relates to the human confidence placed in the sophisticated automated/artificial “intelligence” to determine what information is pertinent to military operations. The dark tendency would be for commanders and staffs to not develop a profound knowledge of the situation but rather rely explicitly on computer-based advice to make potentially lethal decisions. Liberal Materialists must concern themselves with the regulation of automated influence in the development of military advice to ensure that lethal force is not applied solely on the basis of automated mathematical “probabilistic cause.”\(^80\)

Scott Knight is another member of the Liberal Materialist school who advises on cyber issues as they relate to military activities. In one of his works, “War by Computer: Canadian Cyber Forces in 2025,” Knight acknowledges the need for policy and capabilities in the rapidly evolving cyber domain to protect citizens and military forces from their dependence on information technologies.\(^81\) Knight argues that managing and protecting against cyber threats from an institutional perspective requires more capability than just purchasing the latest commercial security solution. Cyber defences will require a targeted strategy of defence that includes a militarized cadre of skilled cyber forces.\(^82\) Knight admits that commercial intrusion-detection systems and antivirus software are adequate for defending against adversaries employing broad-based attack techniques (indiscriminately attacking everyone) but does little against those adversaries who are specifically targeting the institution. Knight states:
The most dangerous kinds of adversaries are those who are targeting us specifically. By definition these adversaries are willing to expend the resources, and take the risks, involved in gaining access to our information systems. These are foreign intelligence services, military adversaries, and others, and are our most dangerous opponents.83

A solid member of the Liberal Materialist camp, Knight is concerned about institutionally defending against dangerous cyber adversaries that possess the funding, manpower and access to commercial products to develop techniques and capabilities that will defeat standard commercial off-the-shelf perimeter defences.84 In addition to developing exploits to counter institutional server-side perimeter defences that protect against external attacks, adversaries are also investigating alternate attack vectors such as client-side exploits. The client-side approach attempts to exploit more vulnerable software resident inside the institutional protective perimeter by introducing malicious code at a client computer. Previously, it was felt that if classified computers or command networks were air gapped and isolated from other networks or the Internet they were safe from attack. Client-side attack vectors employ various forms of exploits that can be introduced with removable media across air-gapped systems. Knight introduces the concept of “information flows” as the transfer of information (bidirectional or unidirectional) from one system to another by way of removable media, data diodes, etc.85 Once an adversary can identify an information flow, it can be exploited as a system vulnerability. Air-gapped classified computers and command networks are no longer safe from malicious codes that exploit an information flow, thus defeating the protection of stand-alone isolation.86

In terms of a client-side attack of a network connected to the Internet, the malicious code can be introduced through some benign method such as USB stick, email attachment or a compromised web page. Once the code has been deployed on the unsuspecting system, it will attempt to covertly communicate back to an adversarial individual or group through an information flow. The malicious communication or “covert channel”87 will attempt to hide within the regular activity of the system or network to avoid detection by system security capabilities. Knight explains that covert channels can establish a back-door communication path with an attacker that can defeat traditional outward-facing firewall and perimeter defences.88

Knight also highlights that critical mission systems onboard warships, aircraft and air-defence systems are just as vulnerable to cyberattack.89 The “credential stealing” virus infection of US Predator and Reaper drone fleets is but one example of a weapon system falling victim to an adversarial cyberattack.90 There are growing concerns as to the increased vulnerability of sophisticated US weapons systems in light of the known losses of designs for advanced systems to Chinese-sponsored espionage.91 Publicly, the Pentagon remains confident in its warfighting capabilities despite the compromises of key weapons programmes such as the Patriot missile system as well as the F-22 and F-35 fighter aircraft. “Suggestions that cyber intrusions have somehow led to the erosion of our capabilities or technological edge are incorrect.”92 Nevertheless, “highly connected” warfare strategies that increase the cyber integration of military capabilities also increase the exposure of these capabilities to cyberattack and exploitation.93

In addition to state-sponsored cyber warfare, many Liberal writers share similar concerns with the Revolutionaries Arquilla and Ronfeldt with respect to non-state actors. Like their concept of netwar, Liberals discuss how non-state actors, both civil and otherwise, are emerging based on the distributive properties of digital technology. Civic networks were the earliest of adopters for social
technologies, in terms of both producing communities of interest and practice as well as in generating financial support. These civic networks are complemented by so-called “dark nets” made up of militant groups, extremists, criminal organizations and terrorists. Deibert and Rohozinski divide these up into armed social movements (Al Qaeda, Hezbollah and Chechen guerrilla organizations) and transnational criminal organizations. The new organizational arrangements prompted by these developments themselves raise novel political issues and governance problems that generate institutional change at the transnational level. The challenges arising from cyberspace involve highly scalable and difficult to trace actions and distributed actors that exceed the ability of the state to control them. This has prompted new organizational arrangements that are beginning to reconstitute relationships between business, government and civil society. However, these new arrangements are themselves problematic in terms of governance and politics. Mueller argues that society is not seeing a reassertion of the state, but rather its gradual adaptation to these new circumstances. Yet, new forms of organization will only enable new forms of collaboration and will not provide actual answers to the questions raised by this new distribution of power: who decides how power is to be authoritatively distributed, what rights accrue to which actors and how is conflict to be resolved? While the state’s power has been eroded by digital technology, its role in settling these issues remains paramount.

THE ROLE OF THE STATE

The Liberal Materialist school of thought views the role of the state as the foundation for managing and controlling cyber capabilities in order to protect society from ongoing cyber threats. Liberal Materialists recognize the paradox created by the permeation of cyber technology into the functioning and sustainment of society. On one hand, cyber capabilities offer society effective and efficient opportunities for goods and services as well as opportunities for sharing ideas and information. On the other hand, cyber capabilities offer governments, militaries as well as state-based and non-state actors a powerful new means to exert strategic force that is challenging to defend against, if not impossible to deter. US National Security Strategy also acknowledges the paradoxical situation stating: “The very technologies that empower us to lead and create also empower those who would disrupt and destroy.” In the eyes of the Liberal school, the state is responsible for formulating a national cyber strategy and exerting cyber power “to support the attainment of larger objectives … across the elements of national power—political, diplomatic, informational, military and economic.” The development of a national cyber strategy requires the state to effectively balance its ends, ways and means to adequately address national cyber-defence and cyber-security threats.

In terms of balancing the ends, ways and means of national strategy, the state must consider national goals that impact domestic as well as international perceptions with respect to the contribution to cyber peace and security. For example, Canadian cyber strategy is comprised of three primary objectives: “securing government systems, partnering to secure vital cyber systems outside the federal Government [and] helping Canadians to be secure online.” The role of Department of National Defence and CAF as a derivative of the national cyber strategy is to protect defence infrastructure, identify threats and possible responses as well as maintain cyber-defence relationships with allied militaries. Deibert views Canada’s cyber strategy to be rather “thin” in terms of national commitment and overall detail. Deibert argues that governments need to be more aware and active in countering the social forces currently undermining the openness of cyberspace with “assertions of state power, interstate competition, espionage, crime and warfare.” As a means to combat the forces that threaten cyberspace (cyber warfare), governments may leverage capabilities and services to conduct state-sponsored surveillance, censorship and information warfare.
Some Liberal Materialists argue national cyber strategy should include both elements of preemption and deterrence.\textsuperscript{106} In an article published in the \textit{Washington Post}, Mike McConnell makes the case that, depending on the threat facing the US, it should be able to employ both preemption and deterrence to defend its interests.\textsuperscript{107} Following in McConnell’s train of thought, other Liberal Materialists believe that “the laws of armed conflict can be widened to embrace Cyber Warfare in order to allow the US to respond with the use of force against aggressive assaults on its computer and IT infrastructure.”\textsuperscript{108}

Classifying a cyberattack as an act of war allows the state to use both cyber- and kinetic-response capabilities as coercive means of deterrence. The US’s 2015 “National Security Strategy” leaves the door open to all available state response capabilities stating: “On cybersecurity, we will take necessary actions to protect our businesses and defend our networks against cyber-theft of trade secrets for commercial gain whether by private actors or the Chinese government.”\textsuperscript{109} The Liberal Materialist school, being the middle ground between Conservatives and Revolutionaries, employs elements of both schools to manage cyber-warfare issues. In the case of military responses to cyberattacks, Liberal Materialists acknowledge cyber activities have political and ontological significance and look to established Conservative frameworks of control to manage behaviour and deter inappropriate activity. In the case of national cyber-defence strategy, strategic-thinking Liberal Materialists are investigating aspects of \textit{jus ad bellum} or “the rules that regulate the use of armed force by states in their international relations.”\textsuperscript{110} Chapter VII to the Charter of the United Nations deals with actions with respect to threats to the peace, breaches of the peace and acts of aggression. Article 51 states:

Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or collective self-defence if an armed attack occurs against a Member of the United Nations, until the Security Council has taken measures necessary to maintain international peace and security. Measures taken by Members in the exercise of this right of self-defence shall be immediately reported to the Security Council and shall not in any way affect the authority and responsibility of the Security Council under the present Charter to take at any time such action as it deems necessary in order to maintain or restore international peace and security.\textsuperscript{111}

But invoking \textit{jus ad bellum} in response to malicious cyber activity is problematic due to well-known challenges of action attribution and actor identification.\textsuperscript{112} There exists a legal obligation to identify the perpetrator of a cyber-incident as well as verify it did not occur accidentally.\textsuperscript{113} Therefore, the major issue with justifying action based on cyberattack self-defence is the proof linking aggressor with action.\textsuperscript{114}

In response to Liberal Materialists concerns about the unmanageable characteristics and architecture of the Internet, some senior US government officials have proposed constructing a more secure and protected enclave within the “supposed lawless Wild West of the Internet.”\textsuperscript{115} Others suggest, however, that the Internet should be re-engineered to ensure geolocation and attribution are inherent...
in the Internet’s architecture as a means of deterrence. Unfortunately, the idea of redesigning the Internet and starting afresh is an extremely costly proposal that does not guarantee success in achieving specific security goals. 

Furthermore, there are mounting concerns with the political leadership militarizing cyberspace and seeking to create their own “cyber Manhattan Project to build weapons” instead of pursuing collaborative security through alliances and partnerships to resolve international and interrelated cyber issues.

One collaborative step towards security and civility would entail the creation of an international cyberspace treaty as an extension of the Law of Armed Conflict. The likelihood of misinterpreted actions potentially leading to conflict is increased in the absence of any international agreements establishing the standards of cyber conduct and what constitutes armed attack in cyberspace. Such a treaty would also pave the way for a universal application of constabulary functions by police forces to control nefarious activity.

Alison Lawlor Russell, in her book *Cyber Blockades*, extends the traditional Law of Armed Conflict relating to physical blockades to a state-sponsored activity in cyberspace. Based on the alleged Russian cyberattacks on Estonia in 2007 and on Georgia in 2008, Russell explores the implications of state-sponsored applications of cyber force as a means of national power to “shut down, close off, or otherwise render cyberspace useless for an entire country.” Traditionally regarded as acts of war, blockades in cyberspace represent an expedient, low-cost method to punish an adversary through denial of services connected to the Internet. In addition, depending on the context of application, cyber blockades may not always represent an act of war due to the passive nature of the act. Interfering with state sovereignty and the freedom of action within its own territory, cyber blockades represent a potentially strong coercive measure short of war. Nevertheless, cyber blockades at present are a significant challenge for Liberal Materialists to manage in the absence of an international cyber treaty or codification into international law.

Finally, the role of the state from the perspective of Liberal Materialists involves commitment and resources to respond to growing cyber-defence and cyber-security issues. Governments need to invest in not only technology but also human capital. Misha Glenny argues a similar point in her book *DarkMarket: How Hackers Became the New Mafia*: “Computers and networks will never be safe if they are not protected by advanced hackers.” Knight makes the same case for the CAF of the future by calling for the creation and development of highly educated cadre of skilled cyber forces to complement existing automated defences. Investment in developing human cyber expertise is also a tenet of the US military’s cyber strategy to establish the organizational and training framework to generate and employ cyber forces in an active and layered capacity. Unfortunately, Liberal Materialists must contend with the challenges of competing national imperatives in order to secure the required resources for an effective cyber-defence strategy.

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter considered Liberal Materialist perspectives within the cyber warfare schools of thought schema. The most expansive of the three schools of thought, Liberal Materialists are devoted to managing and controlling how IT is shaping our society. The issues relating to cyber warfare are just a derivative of the broader social scope concerning the Liberal Materialist school. Liberals fully accept that technology is changing society, but view technological changes as more evolutionary than revolutionary in nature. Liberals have little faith in IT’s impact on society and believe that technology must be governed if humanity is to positively evolve with technologic discoveries and advances. In terms of cyber, Liberals attempt to balance the desire for net neutrality with required
controls to ensure appropriate use and conduct. Liberals approach the impact of cyber activities on society with guarded prudence instead of succumbing to the Conservative fears of the unknown.

To shape the character of conflict in cyberspace, Liberals must not only control the physical infrastructure supporting cyber but also consider potential actions that could deny an adversary access to information or deny freedom of action with the domain. Cyber warfare represents a wicked problem for Liberals to solve, as the globalizing nature of cyber invites a host of additional non-traditional actors to aggravate and amplify unanticipated strategic outcomes. Technology is a critical factor in shaping cyberspace, but resolving the problem of protection, control and governance is a social challenge. Governments and states are bound by international law while non-state or private actors act with little worry of prosecution. With issues of attribution and identification plaguing cyberspace, private actors make perfect proxies for state-sanctioned cyber warfare.

Warfare strategies that increase the cyber integration of military capabilities also increase the exposure of these capabilities to cyberattack and exploitation. Liberals must be prudent and practical in their approach of ensuring that traditional warfare means that have been enhanced with highly integrated cyber capabilities are not compromised in time of need. Knowing that air-gapped, classified command-and-control systems are vulnerable to client-side attacks despite commercial security products, Liberal strategies must include the investment of human capital to develop and leverage the necessary skills to ensure governments can adequately protect citizens and their interests in time of conflict.

Liberal Materialists view the state as the foundational element in protecting society from cyberspace threats. Liberals must contend with the paradoxical nature of cyber capabilities on society. Governments need to adopt a Liberal Materialist approach in order to more effectively balance the ends, ways and means of national power to adequately address cyber-security threats on behalf of its citizens. Given the effects of globalization and the interconnected nature of cyber on international relations, Liberal Materialists must influence states and governments to collaborate internationally to enhance the existing framework of international law, including the Law of Armed Conflict, to include cyber activities. Cyber warfare need not be conducted in the shadows but should be officially recognized as a means of national power that can be managed and controlled.

In the next and final chapter, this paper explores the key points extracted from the application of the cyber warfare schools of thought schema on the survey of available literature and considers how an institution may approach bridging the epistemological/ontological divide. In addition, this chapter articulates some thoughts and recommendations for CAF leadership facing the challenges of operating forces integrated with the cyber environment in the execution of defence activities and the need for epistemological normalization to effectively bridge the divide.

**CHAPTER 5 – CONCLUSION**

At the close of this discussion of the different cyber warfare schools of thought, the essential questions that began this inquiry remain unanswered: What is to be done? What course of action should militaries and governments follow? Has the proposed cyber warfare schools of thought schema bridged the epistemological/ontological divide? Completing a survey of cyber literature and subsequently categorizing the different points of view, it becomes obvious that there is a basic lack of agreement on the nature of the threat posed by IT to the security of states, organizations and individuals. Each school has its own tensions and contradictions in addressing the social problem of technologic influence. Approaching the social problem with dissimilar cognitive lenses, the different schools interpret the
social problem uniquely and subsequently derive distinctive social explanations for each of the unique problems. In essence, there is an epistemological divide which prevents a fundamental assessment on the ontological meaning of cyber events for considering long-term security issues.

Revolutionaries often pose the most dangerous apocalyptic scenarios or herald occurrences of technology-led Revolutions in Military Affairs (RMAs) that easily catch the attention of politicians, journalists and worrywarts of every description. However, the absence of an EPH as yet; the failure of extant information attacks to pose any sort of wider threat aside from nuisance value; and the difficulty in measuring the effect of compromised information due to subversion, espionage and sabotage all suggest the problematic nature of some of this school’s predictions. In his book *Strategy for Chaos*, Colin S. Gray also takes a dim view of agents professing such revolutionary promotion, remarking “RMA advocacy literature can be linked to monkeys making chess moves and parrots repeating clever phrases. The monkeys and parrots may well perform accurately, but they will not understand the meaning of what they are doing.” Furthermore, the assumption of widespread social chaos seems ahistorical in nature and may be reflective of broader philosophical assumptions and biases unrelated to the issue of warfare. In the experience of the Second World War, the use of air power failed to achieve the results that were predicted of it by earlier air power theorists such as Giulio Douhet. In the case of both Britain and Germany, the populations did not protest, riot or demand a cessation of hostilities in the face of aerial bombardment. While the use of nuclear weapons seems to have confirmed the predictions of air power theorists, there was considerable debate within the Japanese leadership on whether to surrender based on imperial strategic considerations and not due to the atomic bomb’s influence on Japanese society. The recent events in Japan following the tsunami and nuclear meltdowns at Fukushima in 2011 did not result in widespread panic. Furthermore, the power outages associated with the ice storm in 1998 and the North American blackout during the summer of 2003 did not lead to widespread chaos, despite the length of time both events took to be resolved. Nor do Revolutionaries provide any psychological or social theory to justify their assumption that the effects of an EPH or Digital 9/11 would lead to the widespread social chaos that their scenarios describe. All of these suggest problems with the most dangerous assumptions made by Revolutionaries.

The Liberal school of thought seems more pragmatic and eminently more reasonable. It describes conditions which are clearly visible in everyday life in terms of its assessment of technological change. The disruptive effects of compromised cyber capabilities on industries such as Sony Studios in 2014 are easily visible, even to those not familiar with academic debates. Nevertheless, Liberals must contend with several securitization actors that play on society’s fears of the unknown and attempt to prejudice the pragmatic threat assessments of the Liberal school. Special interest groups such as lobbyists and corporations are often accused of leveraging their influence for commercial gain. Lobbyists and corporations that promote unnecessary defence spending and place corporate gains ahead of public welfare are commonly referred to as a military-industrial complex. Touting the advantages of offensive over defensive cyber-warfare capabilities, special interests advancing cyber warfare agendas now represent a new cyber military-industrial complex. Feasting on a climate of
fear and insecurity of the unknown cyber threat, the cyber military-industrial complex has been increasingly successful at proliferating tools and services and creating the conditions for a new arms race. Cyber-weapon escalation in the form of a cyber arms race self-generates additional threats that primarily serve the financial interests of the cyber military-industrial complex. Still, the Liberal school lacks precision in addressing cyber threats as well as the special interests of the cyber military-industrial complex. Furthermore, the fundamental debate over its core imperative (liberal freedom versus state control) limits the Liberal school’s utility in terms of understanding the changes affecting warfare and the reassessment of traditional military praxis.

While many of the objections raised against the materialist schools of thought would seem to imply the relative correctness of the Conservative position, it may underestimate the threat posed by cyber warfare. Consistent with the dangers of Black Swan Theory and Hume’s Induction Problem, by focusing on the constancy of warfare, it may miss the outlier changes that might ultimately lead to a shift or fundamental revolution in military affairs. An intellectual born out of the Romantic era, Clausewitz viewed war and human affairs as entities apart from scientific rules and principles. He sought to explain the impact of morale and military genius, such as Napoleon, on the practice of warfare. Clausewitz was writing against earlier military-based Enlightenment theory, which was attempting to provide a scientific basis for the conduct of warfare and characterize the praxis of 18th century warfare through the tools of geometry. Thus, while Clausewitzian thought provides the benchmark for analysing the presence of change in warfare, Clausewitz, himself, was writing of fundamentally revolutionary events and how they had changed the nature of warfare from what it had been prior to Napoleon. If society is, in fact, going through social shifts as momentous as those created by the conditions of Industrialism and the Enlightenment, then the Conservative school of thought, with its emphasis on the incremental/evolutionary rather than revolutionary value of IT, may miss the changes that are all around us.

It is important to note that the ontological issues concerning the crisis of modernity are far broader than simply the changes in the military cyber warfare environment or even of IT itself within the social conditions of “post-industrial” society. As far back as the 1960s, authors such as Marshall McLuhan were noting that important technological social shifts were underway that were likely to cause significant shifts in how society functions. One needs to understand the nature of IT and its broader social dimensions. This will permit the discussion to escape the cage in which it has been placed by the parameters of the technology-led RMA debate. Instead, one must consider the implications and social consequences given the ontological changes to the very being of society. In doing so, one calls upon the value of the out-of-the-box perspectives of the Revolutionary school to extrapolate clear guideposts and cautionary tales of a technologically determinist society. Cellular telephone culture—derived from the revolution in mobile personal communications—is but one example of society’s technological determinism. The growing impatience to move information more quickly and always be connected with society is the foundation of individuals’ addictions to personal communications.

A consideration of the epistemological issues confronting those who wish to use cyberspace as a new vector for state action must be dealt with before one can be secure in moving forward with this capability. The essential mutability of IT poses concrete challenges to the use of this technology to achieve political ends in the manner warfare has traditionally functioned. Strategic advantages derived from the exploitation of cyberspace have been difficult to identify. The nature of the epistemological challenges may pose as many opportunities as barriers for those who can take advantage of them. For governments and militaries such as CAF to resolve the epistemological dilemma, they must first embrace the technologic influences and changes on society’s ontology. Institutions must
be honest in their assessment of the social dimensions influenced by technology. For command chains, this entails an introspective look at what cyber technology means for the being of people and organizations and the ontological significance on the existing praxis of warfare. This also means accepting that the military operating environment has increased in complexity with the introduction of cyber capabilities and exploits. The debate of whether cyberspace is a unique warfighting domain or harmonized with the traditional warfighting domains remains outside the scope of this paper. Nevertheless, the acceptance that a warfighter’s ontology involves interacting and employing cyber capabilities is a significant step towards bridging the epistemological/ontological divide.

The proposed cyber warfare schools of thought schema can, in fact, bridge the epistemological/ontological divide. Having accepted that society’s ontology has changed, militaries such as CAF must develop a pragmatic and comprehensive cyber-warfare strategy that not only complements traditional warfighting capabilities but also addresses the threat realities of the current modern world with responses up to and including military force. From the schools of thought schema, this would entail CAF adopting a Liberal Materialist perspective in drafting such a strategy. For a traditionally conservative organization, such a shift in perspective may be difficult and require a shift in institutional culture. In educational terms, this may entail a better balance/mix of leadership backgrounds ranging from conservative defence studies (social sciences) to liberal-rooted scientific and engineering studies (applied sciences). This does not mean that all the traditional values in the Conservative school will be lost, but rather, they will be enhanced with Liberal and potentially some Revolutionary Materialist inspired insights. A consolidated and well-rounded perspective of cyber warfare derived from the school of thought schema will empower CAF to be more versatile and responsive to known and unknown cyber threats. The use of the cyber warfare schools of thought schema should not be approached from a purely quantum perspective, labeling people and organizations by discrete schools that never change. The cyber warfare schools of thought schema is a spectrum that can be leveraged and employed as the situation demands. Nevertheless, the anchor of CAF’s strategy needs to be unified and clearly solidified on Liberal Materialists values if it is ever going to effectively bridge the epistemological/ontological divide.

Leveraging the proposed typology, one can conclude that cyberspace is a working space that traverses the divide between a purely technologic base of knowledge and the state of society’s being. For society to effectively resolve its own social epistemological dilemma, it must find resolution in the questions relating to the meaning and significance of cyberspace. The social nature of knowledge must be tempered by the understanding of what society has become. No longer the exclusive territory of science fiction, cyberspace is a reality from which society’s existence is supported. In order to dispel its fears of cyber technology, society in general must demand that its government be more transparent about the threats and the ends, ways and means of national strategy that are being used to protect everyone against misuse, abuse and anarchy.

Lieutenant-Colonel Paul Martin is a Communications and Electronics Engineering (Air) officer who holds a bachelor’s degree in Electrical Engineering and a Master of Applied Science in Computer Engineering from the Royal Military College of Canada. He has accumulated considerable experience supporting CAF operations with command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (C4ISR) capabilities serving with 8 Air Communications and Control Squadron, Rescue Coordination Centre / Central Mission Control Centre, Multinational Force and Observers, Recruiting Group, Deputy Chief of the Defence Staff J6 Operations, Assistant Deputy Minister (Information Management), International Security Assistance Force Headquarters and Canadian Expeditionary Force Command. A former commanding officer of the Canadian
Forces Crypto Support Unit, he is currently the Acting Director of Radar and Communication Systems within the Aerospace Equipment Program Management Division of Assistant Deputy Minister (Materiel).
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When the selection process began for a series of books to be considered for the Commander Royal Canadian Air Force’s Reading List 2016, the staff of the Canadian Forces Aerospace Warfare Centre (CFAWC) was faced with a considerable task. The current body of knowledge is rich with histories detailing the rapid rise of air power as well as its many successes and failures. While the reading list is flush with books that cover specific conflicts and phases of air power’s past, one book stands out as a guide that helps the reader to see how the key events of the first century of flight have shaped today’s air forces. *Air Power in History: Turning Points from Kitty Hawk to Kosovo*, edited by Sebastian Cox and Peter Gray, offers both the casual and informed reader a balanced chronology of air power in a way that shuns the common “myths, fables and legends” all too often associated with the story of flight. Where this book succeeds is in its honest approach in presenting the turbulent experience of air power during the 20th century’s conflicts; it sheds light on the occasions where air power both delivered and did not deliver on its promises and expectations—and indeed where it learned and matured.

The book is a compilation of 17 papers presented at a historical conference held at the Royal Air Force Museum at Hendon, United Kingdom, in 2001. The theme of the book mirrors that of the conference by attempting “to examine the events and experiences, from the First World War to Kosovo, which have shaped present-day thinking on the use of air power and the evolution of modern doctrine.” Seen as a whole, the papers form a well-researched and sober historical record of air power’s experience. When considered individually, each paper provides analysis that helps the reader appreciate the relevance of each turning point from the earliest days of the First World War to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s (NATO’s) Operation ALLIED FORCE in 1999.
The book, an engaging study of both the well-known and the oft-neglected events of air power’s roles in modern conflict, should rightfully have a place on the shelves of any library or on the desk of any student of air power.

The book is divided into four parts covering (1) the First World War and interwar years, (2) the Second World War, (3) the First Gulf War in 1991 and (4) regional conflicts. The editors offer between three and seven papers per part on various aspects of conflict, and each paper paints a vivid picture of how the people and technology associated with air power made a lasting impact on modern combat and how warfare was conducted at the beginning of the current century.

Part 1 deals with the period of 1914–1939 and includes papers such as “Learning in Real Time: The Development and Implementation of Air Power in the First World War” by Dr. Tami Biddle, a military historian and professor at Duke University, and “The Royal Naval Air Service: A Very Modern Service” by Dr. Christina Goulter, senior lecturer at King’s College London. Both of these studies provide ample analysis of the lessons that air power was learning for the first time, as it was forced to adapt quickly to rapidly evolving technology and battlefield demands. Biddle observes that although the airplane had long been anticipated in the popular literature of the day, “there was no consensus on the role that aeroplanes would play in the coming war,” and focuses her study on the various roles air power assumed, from artillery spotting to bombing.

The interwar period resulted in a broad schism that saw significantly differing opinions of what air power was best suited for. Seen on par with tanks, air power was widely viewed by army generals such as Pershing, Foch and Haig merely as valuable support to the established military of infantry, artillery and the navy. Meanwhile, as James Corum writes in “The Luftwaffe and Lessons Learned in the Spanish Civil War,” the lightning-fast pace of German air power innovation to include strategic bombing, mass airlift of troops and the forerunner of blitzkrieg’s close air support came of age and would eventually take the Allies by surprise a short time later in 1939. Despite valuable experience gained at both the tactical and operational levels during the Spanish Civil War, Corum reminds us that German leadership seemed to forget these lessons learned once the Second World War began. They failed to capitalize on the value of strategic bombing; for example, during the Battle of Britain, when they switched from targeting Royal Air Force airfields and radar installations in the summer of 1940 to bomb London, it “was another of the grand strategic mistakes of the Second World War.”

In Part 2, there is no trouble agreeing with the general assertion that the Second World War was a major turning point for air power. Seven articles are offered, ranging from naval, desert, strategic bombing, logistics and army perspectives, all supporting the idea that air power made profound advancements in technology and application. In “Maritime Air Power and the Second World War: Britain, the USA and Japan,” Professor John Buckley from the University of Wolverhampton provides strong evidence that together with the backing of American industrial might, air power was the key ingredient in the long-term success of the United States Navy in the Pacific and the eventual defeat of Japan. Dr. Brad Gladman, then of the University of Calgary and currently of CFAWC, ably convinces of the great strides made by British and American Allies in applying tactical air power during the North African campaign, permitting the gathering of strategic intelligence and successfully directing power at key targets. His article, “Tactical Air Doctrine in North Africa, 1940–43,” argues that much was learned about “the necessity of controlling tactical air power at an appropriate command level, one that had access to all available intelligence” in order to employ air power and strike in a timely way to achieve a desired strategic effect. This turning point is the genesis of much of the body of our modern air power doctrine, including the widely accepted first tenet of air power: centralized control and decentralized execution.
Parts 3 and 4 of the book focus on papers that present arguments on Vietnam, the 1991 Gulf War and the 1999 air war over the former Yugoslavia as key turning points. This part of the book will be instantly more familiar to readers, as it covers conflicts that many have direct memory of or indeed participated in. John Andreas Olson writes in “The 1991 Bombing of Baghdad: Air Power Theory vs Iraqi Realities” that the strategic bombing campaign alone accomplished pivotal success by inducing “strategic paralysis” in the Iraq national leadership, ultimately leading to defeat. Dr. Sebastian Richie of the Royal Air Force’s Air Historical Branch takes the book to its conclusion with a detailed study of the final turning point, the NATO air campaign known as Operation ALLIED FORCE, with his paper “Air Power Victorious? Britain and NATO Strategy during the Kosovo Conflict.” He provides convincing analysis that this war was a pattern for future conflicts where air power is relied upon (perhaps too often) to be instrumental in coercing a peace and answers a number of key questions such as: why did NATO favour an air campaign over a land campaign, what were the goals of the campaign, what problems were experienced and how these problems were overcome?

Ultimately, the reader will have to decide if the arguments and analysis put forth in this book are convincing or indeed warrant the vaunted hallmark of turning points in the relatively short century of air power history. There can be no denying that the reader will gain much insight into and appreciation of the overall effect of air power in war when seen from the perspective of lessons learned and how they became the doctrinal foundations of modern air power’s utility.
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Fascinating! This is not a word that I would normally use to describe a book on logistics, yet it opened my eyes to a subject that I have long known is important with respect to aerospace operations but had rarely studied. Author Peter Dye, a retired Royal Air Force Air Vice-Marshall with 35 years’ experience in air-force logistics, has crafted a masterful examination of this area of military endeavour as it evolved in support of the Royal Flying Corps (RFC) during the First World War. Fundamentally, this is a story about the birth of aerospace logistics where past practices were adapted, and new processes invented, to support the first technologically driven air war.

In the introductory chapter, the author makes a strong case that aviation logistics is a neglected area of aerospace study. While acknowledging that it may not be the most exciting of subjects, Dye points out just how dependent the RFC was, and modern air forces are, on a logistical tail. By the end of the First World War, of approximately 50,000 RFC personnel in France, only 8 per cent were classed as combatants (pilots, observers, gunners, etc.) while a stunning 29,000 were deemed to be “technicians.” This large “tail-to-tooth” imbalance is indicative of an organization in a constant state of growth and technological flux while experiencing an average monthly “wastage” rate (i.e., aircraft losses to all causes) of 50 per cent of its front-line strength.¹

Throughout Chapter One, the author establishes the importance of the RFC with respect to ground combat on the Western Front. Although fighter and bomber operations were important, the major contribution to Allied victory was made by the “corps” machines spotting for the artillery and providing photographs and timely information to army commanders.

Logistic support for the RFC, described in Chapter Two, was provided by a series of large, fixed aircraft depots located well behind the lines, while smaller air parks were established at railheads at the rear of a supported army. The air parks were mobile and capable of moving with their supported land formation. Knitting everything together were air ammunition columns, which moved ordnance, equipment and consumables to the squadrons as required. Finally, there were maintainers—the riggers and fitters—servicing squadron aircraft at the airfield. Engines requiring longer than 36 hours to repair, and all recovered aircraft wrecks, were sent to the depots for repair or cannibalization. Engines, aircraft and spares proceeding to front-line squadrons were sent to the air parks for distribution.

One individual headed this massive organization for most of the war, Robert Brooke-Popham. Under his watch, the RFC established a logistic support mechanism second to none. As the size and scope of logistic responsibilities grew, Brooke-Popham supported the establishment of equipment officers (EOs), whose broad duties included transport, armament, photography, wireless and maintenance. The EOs were supported by a small army of clerks, vital cogs in a system that by the end of the war in November 1918 provided a detailed inventory of more than 3500 aircraft and 5500 engines.²

The production and acquisition of aero engines is dealt with in Chapter Three. Although this chapter may be glossed over by many readers, it is worth closer examination, as the author discusses how a strong aviation industry, or lack thereof, has a direct impact on air power at the front.
Chapters Four and Five offer case studies that examine the role that RFC logistics, as described in the previous chapters, played in battles of the Somme (1916), Arras (1917) and Third Ypres (otherwise known as Passchendaele, 1917). Of special interest to Canadians would be Arras, which included the assault on Vimy Ridge. Dye examines each battle, highlighting the highs, and lows, associated with logistics support for the RFC. Of note is the symbiotic relationship between aircraft production, salvage and maintenance in trying to keep pace with unanticipated losses due to enemy action, misadventure and weather. Sometimes the smallest improvement could have a major impact on operations. For example, Dye points out that changes to maintenance procedures at the squadron level (better techniques and supply) meant that monthly flying hours per maintainer rose from 1.0 to 1.2 between April and November 1917. Overall this generated approximately 4000 more flight hours per month across the RFC on the Western Front or the equivalent of five additional squadrons.3

Chapter Six is reserved for the last year of the war, commencing with the March 1918 German offensive and culminating with the 100 Days prior to the Armistice. Dye highlights the flexibility of the RFC’s logistics system as it dealt with supporting an initial Allied retreat in the face of a determined German offensive only to be thrust into a period of rapid advancement as the Allied armies pushed the enemy back. The mobility of the air parks and air ammunition columns permitted RFC support to adapt to the operational situation. During periods where it looked as if enemy action might disrupt the supply chain, the organization shifted from a “pull” process—where a squadron requested supplies—to a “push” procedure—whereby the air parks sent several days’ worth of spares and consumables to squadrons, ensuring continuity of the air-power effort.

In his concluding chapter, the author reiterates the need to examine aviation logistics and underscores that the successes enjoyed by the RFC in the field were due in no small part to its logistic organization. Although RFC practices with respect to supply and maintenance were not perfect, they were robust and adaptive enough to meet the needs of a constantly evolving air force engaged in a life or death struggle with a formidable enemy.

One minor criticism is that I would like to have seen a bit more information about recruiting and training the individuals who made the system work. I get the sense that the evolution of the human dimension of The Bridge to Airpower would be every bit as interesting a story as that of the logistics organization itself.

Overall, it is a well-researched and -written book that takes a complex subject and makes it accessible to readers who know very little about logistics … other than it is important. Those with an in-depth knowledge of supply-chain management, et cetera, will enjoy it for its historical perspective. I highly recommend it to members of the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) as a welcome addition to their airpower studies.
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Media and government attention, traditionally and more notably during the last 15 years, has been focused upon the economics and operational tactics of identified terrorist groups and their supporters. A phenomenal amount of military and economic resources has been brought to bear in an effort to crush these organizations. Notably missing from the dialogue, however, has been discussion of those governments whose actions have instigated, enabled and facilitated these activities. Nor does it appear that there is a clear understanding of the direct link between the corrupt practices of national leadership and an appreciation of its impact upon the ability of fringe organizations to advance their causes. Sarah Chayes’s book sheds a blinding light upon the clear connection between these activities, their impact and Western governments’ reluctance to acknowledge them.

Starting with a discussion of the writings of Locke, Milton, Nizam al-Mulk, Luther and Machiavelli (to name but a few), she looks at the repeated acknowledgement of the responsibility of leaders to their people: the so-called mirror-for-princes treatises. These texts emphasize the critical necessity of leadership to be accountable to the people whom they lead (and the potential impacts if the text is not followed). Thieves of State is not, however, a dry political analysis; Chayes draws upon her 10 years of work in Afghanistan as a reporter, an entrepreneur and a foreign-policy advisor to the United States (US) military in order to draft an accessible and eminently readable discussion of the endemic corruption of the Karzai government and the response of the US political and military establishments.

Her approach is not jaundiced but balanced and telling; Chayes effectively examines the impact that pervasive corruption has upon the ability of fringe elements to recruit and operate. The author has broken out her analysis into distinctive methods or techniques of corruption, each having in common a bottom-up flow of monies. She identifies those practising systemic corruption as Kleptocracies, further breaking them down into subcategories such as: Resource, Post-Soviet, Bureaucratic, Military-Kleptocratic Complex and Vertically Integrated Criminal Syndicates. Each type is explained in detail with examples and facts.

Additionally, Chayes discusses how populations, denied access to legitimate forms of redress due to corrupt officials and entities, are left with no option but revolt as a means of addressing their grievances. For example, Boko Haram—initially a fringe, self-sustaining community—was driven into armed rebellion by the unethical practices of the Nigerian police and bureaucracy. Their name, which means roughly Western Education is Forbidden, was derived from the fact that Nigerians know their civil service to be absolutely corrupt and also that to get a job within said civil service one has to have a Western-style university degree. Thus, irrespective of the logic of their belief, they have equated the corruption with not only the system of government but also the education needed to work within that system. It is critical to the determination of effective responses to these groups that the root causes of their formation be acknowledged and addressed as part of the solution.

Recognizing this, Chayes provides a series of practical actions that governments may take in order to influence the behaviours of corrupt regimes. These multifaceted approaches run the
gamut from aid and financially based approaches to diplomatic- and business-focused tactics. Unavoidable within these methodologies is the necessity to work in tandem with other nations to ensure a common front.

While corruption is not the only element facilitating violence, it may certainly be grasped as a medium within which violent reaction among the people takes hold and flourishes. Chayes clearly illustrates that fighting fringe elements such as Al-Shabbab and Boko Haram is necessary; however, it is equally critical to recognize these organizations as indicative of a much deeper malaise: corruption. To treat the symptoms without acknowledging the actual disease will never break the cycle. This book is vital to appreciating the scope and nature of corruption, the potential impact of not addressing it and also methodologies that may be exercised to counter it.

Major Chris Buckham is an air logistics officer presently posted to the International Peace Support Training Centre in Nairobi, Kenya. He maintains a professional reading blog at www.themilitaryreviewer.blogspot.com.
As the Canadian contribution to the coalition fight against the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) approaches its 18th month and the Canadian government embarks on a modified military mission focused on training and assisting Iraqi forces, one aspect of the mission has remained persistent, enduring and unblinking. The dedicated airmen and airwomen on the venerable CP140M continue to be a key part of the coalition’s intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) framework, providing the ever-watchful eye over the battlefield. More commonly known in the mainstream media as simply “spy planes,” this aspect of Canada’s contribution has been less heralded and is likely the least understood by most Canadians, yet the CP140M is a world-leading ISR capability that is much in demand by our coalition partners and of which all Canadians should be justifiably proud. It is this contribution that provides a critical link in the targeting chain, enabling successful combat operations daily. Moreover, the lessons being learned through the employment of the CP140Ms are now driving the evolution of ISR data management and operations in the Canadian Armed Forces.

The Canadian long-range patrol (LRP) contribution to Operation (Op) IMPACT consists of one LRP detachment of two modernized Block 3 CP140 Auroras (also known as CP140M) as well as approximately 75 aircrew, maintainers and support staff. It is a relatively modest tactical investment that provides huge returns for Canada and the coalition. The LRP detachment has flown over 400 combat missions, accumulated more than 3500 combat hours and executed its mission with a 96 per cent mission-success rate. Each mission has gathered valuable intelligence in support of coalition operations in the air and on the ground.

The CP140M is a fully integrated, multisensor, multimission long-endurance asset. The primary sensor used in over-land operations is the electro-optical infrared camera system, which provides both day and night capabilities. While it is also fitted with a highly advanced acoustic system for traditional antisubmarine operations and an electronic support measures (ESM) system for detecting a wide range of electronic emissions, it is the Block 3 imaging radar system (IRS) that is becoming more and more important in supporting intelligence gathering. The IRS is capable of all-weather imaging of targets, both in over-land and maritime environments, at extremely high resolution and from great distances. As a result, even on cloud-covered days, the CP140M can continue to gather intelligence over Iraq.
The radar imagery gained, while still versus live action, provides additional capabilities that standard optical systems cannot provide. For instance, the highly precise and geo-rectified images provide the ability to take detailed measurements of objects. Moreover, a comparison of the characteristics observed in the optical and radar images can provide further insights on the objects’ make-up and composition. Lastly, the IRS provides the capability to generate large swaths of images known as strip maps, which enable the rapid gathering of data over a wide area for the purposes of detecting change through comparative analysis.

With these powerful sensors and its long endurance, the CP140M is routinely tasked with wide-ranging mission sets within a single sortie over Iraq. It is not uncommon for the CP140M to start a mission observing known ISIL positions in one part of Iraq only to be retasked to support dynamic targeting or troops in contact elsewhere. In this manner, the CP140M consistently demonstrates the Royal Canadian Air Force’s central tents of: Agile, Integrated, Reach and Power – AIRPower.

The success of ISR operations is predicated on disciplined and well-oiled data management and analysis, in the air and on the ground. While airborne, aircrews correlate newly acquired data with pre-mission intelligence, other onboard sensors and neighbouring platforms viadatalinks and secure instant-chat systems. Through this process, they triage the raw feeds, generate actionable intelligence and report it to support real-time, tactical operations or to mark and record data for more post-mission analysis. Moreover, through the use of a tactical common datalink (TCDL) and the interim beyond line of sight (iBLOS) system, aircrews are able to share real-time video with supported units on the ground or anywhere in the world via satellite links. In short, the CP140M is now more fully integrated into the coalition and Canadian ISR architecture than at any previous point in its history.

Post-mission, the ISR challenge continues in the Deployable Mission Support Centre (DMSC), a fully integrated part of the weapon system that processes, exploits and disseminates data so that the entire ISR enterprise can benefit from each and every mission to the fullest. With so much data generated by the new CP140M’s capabilities, the Canadian ISR architecture has had to rapidly mature and evolve to ensure the maximum benefit is gained from existing investments. Automated data sharing and processing coupled with new expertise in analysis systems are now extending the realm of the possible.

It is both an exciting and rapidly evolving time for the Canadian LRP force. When looking at the CP140M’s contributions to recent operations, those to Op IMPACT have lasted longer than Op MOBILE’s and will soon be longer than Op APOLLO’s. This will make Op IMPACT the longest-standing deployed mission for the LRP force in the last 20 years, at a time when the CP140M is still only at its initial operating capability.

Sustaining an operation of this duration with an LRP force that has been reduced to one third its size over the intervening decade since Op APOLLO has posed a significant challenge for the backbone of the capability, the airmen and air women as well as their families. The outstanding results being achieved in Op IMPACT are due to the tenacity and innovation of the talented and dedicated members of the LRP force, many of whom have already deployed on multiple rotations. It is they who are achieving the operational successes and driving the innovation. The foundation they are laying will ensure that the LRP force will continue to be a go-to, strategic, deployable asset for the Royal Canadian Air Force and the Canadian Armed Forces, setting the conditions for success and excellence for years to come.
Lieutenant-Colonel Brendan Cook joined the Royal Canadian Air Force in 1991. Earning his navigator wings in 1996, he was subsequently posted to 407 Maritime Patrol Squadron in Comox, British Columbia, where he served as an acoustic sensor operator. He has had postings to the Acoustic Data Analysis Centre (Pacific) in Victoria, British Columbia, the Maritime Proving and Evaluation Unit in Greenwood, Nova Scotia, as well as staff tours in Toronto and Ottawa. He previously deployed to Afghanistan in 2009 to participate in developing and testing procedures for the Heron unmanned aircraft system. He assumed command of 405 Long Range Patrol Squadron in June 2014 and subsequently deployed as the Op IMPACT ROTO 0 Long-Range Patrol Detachment Commander from October 2014 to April 2015. On completion of his command tour at 405 Squadron in 2016, Lieutenant-Colonel Cook assumed the position of Director Air Requirements 3.
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A Royal Canadian Air Force CP140 Aurora aircraft awaits its next mission in Kuwait during Operation IMPACT